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SAN TA
H
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GET PENSIONS

HUNDREDS WILL
ATTEND CONVENTION

Claims Were Pushed by Delegate

Andrews
WIDOWS

BENEFITED

Old Soldiers and Those Dependent Upon Them Thank-fu- l
for Aid Extended.
Delegare W. H. Andrews has recelv- ed information from the commissioner
of pensions that 57 pensions have been
granted to New Mexico veterans. The
delegate lookked after these cases before the pension office and expediated
their investigation and approval. The

list leads:
Sarah E, Crain San Marcial,

$8

per

month from November 25, 1907; 1 12
per month from April 19, 1908, also
accrued.
Thomas J. Leech, East Las Vegas, $8
per month from July 1, 1908.
J. B. Renean, Logan, $8 per month
from March 7, 1908.
C. Fealds, Mountainair,
$12
per
month from July 8, 1908.
Samuel Porter, Silver City, $12 from

July 17, 1908.
Peter Brandy, alias Broady,
July C, 1906, Albuquerque.
Charles Keller, Los Tanos,

$0

from

GRATIFIED

Palace Hotel to Be Andrews Headquarters Spiess ard Mann to Stop
'
at the Claire.
M. S. Groves,

MANY

NEW M.
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RFTY-SEVE-

H JH

chairman of the

A

PllilOII

FOR THE CAMPAIGN

$17 per
The genial manager of the Claire,
month from June 23, 1908.
Thomas P. Gable, said to a representaAlbino Vigil, Ensenada, $12 per tive of
the New Mexican today that
month from May 25, 1908.
he wished he had about one hundred
Sarah E. Branson, Des Moines, $8 additional
rooms, as rooms at this hoper month from November 4, 1907.
tel are in great demand.
Herbert Smith, Silver City, $8 per
Delegate W. H. Andrews has engagmonth from June 20, 1908.
ed a suit of three rooms at the Claire
Reuben Vining, Fort Bayard, $17 per
for convention week.
month from June 26, 1908.
Charles A. Spiesh of Las Vegas, who
John Stevenson, Elida, $12 per
is a candidate for the nomination for
month from May 10, 1907.
a suite of three
Sarah R. Hurt, Allegheny, accrued. delegate, has engaged
rooms at the Claire as has also CanMelquiades Montano, Canjilon, $20
didate Judge Edward A. Mann of Alaper month from June 25, 1908.
Both wlP. make their headLucinano Garcia,
$15 per mogordo.
Talpa,
quarters at this ; . ..nlar hostelry.
month from June 17, 1908.
Territorial Traveling Auditor C. V.
Rafael Trujillo, Watrous. $1 5
jSafford has wired the Claire from Azmonth from April 28, 1908.
Juana Montoya, Sandoval, $20 per tec asking the management to reserve
rooms for him.
month from April 30, 1907. ,
W. E. Martin, of Sooorro. has engagMaria J. Trujillo, Socorro, accrued.
rooms at the Claire and will arrive
ed
Napoleon Foster, Santa Rosa, $20 per
in Santa Fe Monday.
1908.
from
month
June 15,
Chairman H. O. Bursum, of the terAlex Bowman, Farmington, $1,5 per
ritorial
Republican central committee,
month from June 1, 1908.
Carl Brandt, Fort Bayard, $12 per has had rooms reserved at the Claire
and will make his headquarters at that
month from February 24, 1908.
hostelry.
Mrs. Julian Paiz de Romero, $8 per
month from May 3, 1907,; $12 per Among the San Miguel county delemonth from April 19, 1908, also ac- gation who have engaged rooms at the
Claire are; John S. Clark, District Atcrued.
Peter A. .Tolce, San Acacia, $12 per torney S. B. Davis and M. M. Padgett,
editor of the Optic, all of Las Vegas.
month from June 19. 1908.
Gregory Page and S. E. Aldrich of
Edward Shields, Fort Bayard, $17
i Gallup will be here next week and have
per month from June 8, 1908.
Joseph B. Alley, San Jon, $15 per wired for rooms at the Claire.
I
Treasurer Eugenio Romero of San
month from May 16, 1908.
Thomas B. L. Dentz, Melrose, $12 Miguel county and Felix Esquibelhave
engaged rooms at the Claire hotel for
per month from June 8, 1908.
Frederick Johns, Tucumcari, $20 per convention week, They will arrive on
month from April 8, 1908.
Monday.
M. C. Mechem, of Tucumcari,
Francisco Pacheco, Espanola, $15 per
has
month from June 8, 1908.
engaged three rooms at the Claire.
Silvester Hernandez, Cleveland, $20 Venceslao Jarainillo of Rio Arriba
per month from May 23, 1908.
county, has engaged rooms at the
Samuel Adams, Jemez Springs, $15 .Claire for the convention.
;
The Lincoln county delegation will
per month from June 11, 1908.
Onofre Gallegos, Las Vegas, $15 per .have its headquarters at the Claire.
month from May 16, 1908.
Rooms for the entire delegation have
Miguelita Redding, Questa, $8 per been engaged.
month from February 5, 1908, and $12 I D. Martinez and wife, of Taos will
per month from April 19, 1908, also ac- attend the convention and have rooms
crued.
engaged at the Claire.
G. M- - Chase,
$15 per
Cimarron,
O. C. Snow, of Las Cruces, has wired
month from May 20, 1908.
the Claire and engaged a room during
Maricalasabel Torres, $8 per month .the convention.
from February 10, 1908, and $12 per I W. M.. Taber of Glorleta, who is a
month from April 19, 1908, also ac- .delegate from Santa Fe county to the
crued.
convention, and Mrs. Taber, will have
John Bridges, Blacktower, $12 per a room at the Claire during the
month from May 8, 1908.
George W. Mossman, Las Cruces, $30
per month from May C, 1908.
ANOTHER CHAPTER ADDED
George M. Reynolds, Alamogordo,
TO GOULD DIVORCE CASE
1908.
$12 per month from June 1st,
Robert W. Jack, Fort Bayard, $24
New York, Aug. 13. The grand Jury
per month from May 29, 1908.
t oday found Indictments --accusing Mrs.
$12
per
George Washington, Dexter,
Benjamin Teal, Harry M. Mousley,
month from March 181908. ,
a
private detective, and Julia Fleming,
Ferdinand H. Wolklng, Albuquerque,
a seamstress, of attempting suborna$12 per month from October 17, 1907.
Delia B. Swartz, Gallup, $8 per tion of perjury in inducing Mable
to give testimony against
month from February 25, 1908, and $12
Frank
Gould
in the divorce proceed1908.
month
from
19,
April
per
Mariano P. Sena, Old Albuquerque, ings brought by Mrs. Gould. All the defendants are at liberty on ball on simi$12 per month from June 5, 1908.
;
Patrick J. Flaherty, Fort Bayard, lar charges made by the district attorney. They will be arraigned in court
$24 per month from May 28, 1908.
Jesus Maes, Chapelle, $12 per month tomorrow.
from March 30, 1908.
Edward Garrison, Santa Fe, $30 per PUEBLO INDIANS IN
month from February 19, 1908.
SERIOUS ENCOUNTER
James E. Barr, Fort Bayard, $24 per
month from June 9, 1908.
Special to the New Mexican.
Washington L. Popejoy, Raton, $8
Bernalillo, N. M., Aug. 13. Mon lay
T"
per month from June 3, 1908. .
evening last a serious fight took place
John W. Ushler, Plnos Altos, $6 per here between two Pueblo
Indians, one
month from September 14, 1908.
in the face with the
other
the
hitting
George Washington Ward, East Las buttend of his pistol and inflicting a
Vegas, $1. per month from June 25, serious wound.
The assailant was
1908.
arrested and held to appear before
the next terra of the district court of
Continued On Page Eight.
Sandoval county.
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$50,000 LIBEL SUIT
MUST GO TO TRIAL
Judge McFle Hands Down Opinion In
Case of G, W. Prlchard vs. Journal
Publishing Company.

II

STARTED

Oil BIG PROJECT

In the case of Colonel George W.
Prlchard against the Journal Publish-

Re-

AT CLAIRE

--

HEED

HITCHCOCK'S WORK

publican committee of Eddy county,
has telegraphed to Mein Host William
Vaughn of the Palace hotel to reserve
accommodations
for. five delegates
from that county to the Republican
territorial convention on August 18th.
Martin Lohman,
chairman of the
delegation from Dona Ana county, has
wired to reserve rooms for eight delegates from Dona Ana county and Delegate Andrews has ordered rooms for
the Bernalillo county delegation and
also for his headquarters.
Judge Henry L. Waldo of Las Vega9,
has also wired for accommodations as
he will be here during the convention.
It now looks as If from 200 to 250 prominent citizens of the territory and
delegates to the convention will spent!
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday of
next week in this city.
From Las Vegas comes the report
that the Spiess Republican club of
that city, numbering one hundred
members is preparing to visit this city
during the Republican territorial convention.
A full delegation will be here from
Chaves county, numbering 'eight, and
rooms for this delegation have been engaged at the Palace hotel.
Taos, Rio Arriba and San Junn will
also be fully represented and there
will be over twenty delegates
from
these three counties.
SPIESS AND MANN
HEADQUARTERS

WITH

NO. 155

of Albuquerque,
for Arroyo Hondo IrriTaft Says Democrats Must Put ing company
criminal
which
in
the
libel,
alleged
asks for
No One Could
plaintiff
damages,
gation System
Up This Much Judge
McFle today
John
down' a
decision and opinion'
Do Better
for Bryan
Taking Shape
demurrer of the
upon the

Judge

$50,000

R.

hand-

ed

de-

HE

IS

I

PLANS

Vast Amount of Labor Incident to National Campaign
Has Been Done
Hot Springs. Vv.. Aug. 13. Extreme
gratification over I'm showing towards
a perfected orglnzutlon made yesterday by National Cininnan Frank H.
Hitchcock was explVsj-eby Judge
Taft today.
j
"Yesterday's conference was really
t ho first business
meeting I have had
with the national chairman since the
organization for the campaign began,"
said Judge Taft at breakfast this morning. "The amount of work that has
been done is surprising, but decidedly
satisfactory. We took up one thing after another at one sitting of more than
three hours. Throughout there was
nothing but the most, harmonious and
Parunanimous conclusions reached..
ticularly was this the case in the handling of the situation in Ohio. With Mr.
Hitchcock's methods I am more than
satisfied."
Representative Hepburn, of Iowa,
who reached here today, had a conference w ith Mr. Taft, partlcularly'on the
situation in his state where normal
political conditions have been disturbed by the death of Senator William B.
Allison.
It developed today that Judge Taft
during a recent ride, was thrown from
his horse but fortunately escaped un
injured. The accident was due to the
weak ankles of the horse. Taft is now
in the market for another horse, posof
sessing the necessary
weight and strength to car'j'fy"

rwiiients

'

SENATOR LAFOLLETE
PRAISES W. J. BRYAN
In

Address Before Religious Assembly

at Lincoln, He Expresses Admiration For Peerless One.
Lincoln, Neb., Aug. 13. Before an
audience of 600 people at the Epworth
League Assembly here last
night,
Senator Robert M. LaFollette of Wisconsin, expressed great admiration and
friendship for William Jennings Bryan,
but insisted he, himself, was a Repub
lican. The fight against the railroads
to secure lower rates and no discriminations, he said, had been started
back in the seventies by six Congressmen from Illinois, Iowa and Minnesota.
These policies are not the products of
the minds of either Bryan or Roosevelt, stated Senator LaFollette.
A man in the audience accused the
senator of being a Democrat, but he
emphatically dented it. He spoke for
some time on the Aldrich-Vreelancurrency bill, which he denounced as
a vicious measure. After he had read
the roll call on this measure, showing
that Senator Burkett had voted for it
and Senator Brown against It, some
one in the audience asked:
"What is the matter with Burkett?"
"You will have to decide that for
yourself my friends," was the senator's
reply. "I simply. give facts. You will
have to draw your own conclusions."
d

TERRIBLE DEED OF
RELIGIOUS FANATIC

HEED

UPON

National Committeman of
Each State Must Do the
Collecting.
Chicago,

Aug.

13.

The Democratic

national campaign fund of 1908 will be
rained through appeals made to Individuals for contributions. Each state under the direction of its national committeeman or the financial representative designated for the purpose, will
determine Its own method of raising

money. This general
became
plan
known today on the arrival of Chairman Norman E. Mack from the Lincoln
notification meeting and it Is understood to have the entire approval of
Colonel Brvan.
The financial committee believes
that between $500,000 and $1,000,000
will be required to finance the legitimate expenses of the coming Democratic presidential struggle. While no
public solicitations "have as yet- been
made by the national committee, contributions from various sources In no
small amounts are being received dally
at the Chicago headquarters.
Chairman Mack took up the work of
organizing the speakers bureau to
-

day.

FARMERS CALL ON
COLONEL BRYAN
Present Commoner With "Big Stick"
Gourd and Campaign Contribution
Latter Tickles Him.

fendant, contending In substance that
the complaint did not make out a case.
The complaint contained six different
counts or causes of action. The first
four are based upon alleged libelous
attacks made upon the plaintiff by the
defendant In connection with the investigation of the charges against
Trelford, former superintendent
of the territorial penitentiary.
The
court sustains the demurrer as to these
causes of action holding in substance
that the plaintiff in such investigation
did not act as attorney general,
but
acted practically as an nid to the governor, who in effect conducted the Investigation,
saying: "The ' governor
right here requested five assistance of
any othpr person, whether he was a
lawyer or not but the services rendAr-thu-

ered would be an act of friendship, not

necessary professional."
The fifth statement for a cause of action the court holds good and overrules
the demurrer. It Is based upon the following language printed in the Journal,
"The attorney general (See opinion,
page ?,, last paragraph close to second
line on page 4.) The court holds:
"There Is nothing doubtful about the
language; it is plainly stated that
George W. Prichard, the attorney general of New Mexic
has announced
that while he was such officer he would
prove individual rights of the people
and If such existed and would not be
governed by the laws of the territory
In respect thereto, and that he was
above the law."
of language, the
The publication
court says, which would have the effect
of endangering the official reputation
of an officer and which injuriously effects his character and fitness for such
official position is defamatory, libelous
per se and it is not necessary to allege
special damages.
The sixth count Is hasd on a pub
lication alleged to have been made in
the Albuquerque Morning Journal as
follows: "The paying teller of the New
York bank who got away with some
$9C,000 did not forget his good breeding at the grand finale, but shook
hands all around like a gentleman.
There Is nothing like being a cheerful
grafter. Prlchard takes his so awfully
grouchily, you know."
The demurrer Is overruled In sub
stance though a strict interpretation
of the innendo Is required. Citing au
thorities the court defines the word
"graft' to he "an irregular nwans of
support: a steal; or swindle; stolen
dishonest gain
goods; pocket-pickinacquired by private or secret practices,
or corrupt agreement especially In po
sitions of trust, as by offering or ac
bribes; "Grafter, one who
cepting
a
swindler; dishonest person.'
grafts;
The court says: "It would appear
therefore that to publish of a person
that he is a grafter or takes graft
means an attack upon his honesty and
understood.
Integrity as commonly
Such a publication If false and malicious as the complaint charges, Is libelous per se.
A. B. Renehan of this city, Is attorney for the plaintiff and Neil B. Field,
of Albuquerque, is attorney for the defendant.
The New Mexican will publish the
court's opinion In full In tomorrow's
issue.
--
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Fij'lftjfcw, Lincoln, Ang. 13. Several
ft and
farmers from Otoe county,
Nebraska, headed by H. H. Hanks, who
came to Lincoln to attend the notification ceremonies, went to Fairvlew today and presented Colonel Bryan with
a "Big Stick" gourd. They also handed
him a campaign contribution of fifty
of
dollars, subscribed
by fifty-thre- e
their number. In accepting the gourd
and contribution Mr. Bryan assurred
his visitors that if elected to the pres
idency the "Big Stick" would not be
in evidence, believing It was better
to control them through love than
through fear.
Speaking of the contribution made
by the farmers, Bryan said:
"It Is significant that you not only
pay your own way to attend this notification but in addition make this contribution to the national campaign
fund. One of the chief reasons for the
delay of reform has been that a few
great corporations have been supplying the Republican party with campaign funds and then controlling its
policies after election. Our campaign
fund is coming from the people and
the people will control the administra
tion In case of a Democratic victory
this fall. This marks the beginning of
a new political area in which the gov
ernment will really belong to the peo- pie and will be administered by-th- e
people for their protection and for
the advancement of the public wel
fare."
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WRIGHT AEROPLANE
PRESIDENT INVITED
MEETS WITH MISHAP
TO NEW ZEALAND

Admiral Sperry Cables Roosevelt of
Warm Welcome Extended Fleet
Insane Father Kills Son and Daugher
Executive Conveys Thanks.
and Then Takes His Own Life-- Wife
Escapes.
Oyster Bay, N. Y Aug. 13. Presi
dent
Roosevelt has received the follow13.
Insane
Los Angeles, Calif, Aug.
from a religious mama, H. J. Dufty, ing cablegram from Admiral Sperry,
commander-in-chie- f
of the Atlantic
aged 60 years, today attacked and killat
New Zealand:
fleet
now
Auckland,
ax
with
an
son
ed his
and daughter
"The government and the people of
and then cut his own throat with a
razor, inflicting fatal injuries. He also New Zealand are extending to the fleet
attempted to kill his wife but she es- a remarkably enthusiastic and cordial
caped him. Dufty Is said to have been reception. The prime minister and othon thfii verge of Insanity for several er members of the executive council
weeks. A few days ago he purchased acting for the "people have presented
a lot in a local cemetery, explaining to President Roosevelt, through me, a
the sexton that he wanted it for him- beautiful token and message of admir
self, his wife, son and daughter. Three ation and regard for him and his life's
days ago he went to an undertaking work, concluding with an earnest and
establishment and purchased a coffin cordial Invitation to him to visit New
for himself. Last night he attended' a Zealand."
The President today sent the follow
religious meeting and worked himself
ing reply:
into a frenzy.
"I am greatly pleased with the tele
gram. Please convey to the prime minMINE BUILDINGS SAVED
FROM FOREST FIRES ister my hearty thanks and expression
of sincere regard, friendship and ad
miration which the people of this coun13.
SulB.
The
Aug.
Cransbrook,
C,
livan mine buildings near KImberly, try entertain for the people of New
are now safe from the forest fires that Zealand. Extend my congratulations to
have been burning In this district. An the fleet."
area fifteen miles long and four miles
The New Mexican Printing comwide, has been burned over. The timber loss in the Kootenai district Is very pany will do your job work with
and dispatch.
heavy.

Inventor Tries Something New Which
Results In Craft Being Slightly
Damaged.

France, Aug. 13. The
Brothers
aeroplane suffered an
Wright
accident here this morning which will
require several days and possibly a
week to repair. After two superb
flights. Wilbur Wright essayed a new
and daring method. He stopped the
motor at a height of 75 feet and made
an effort to come to earth on a gradual descending glide. His calculations
were not absolutely correct and the
left wing of the machine came In contact with the ground, tearing the frame
of the machine. Wright was uninjured.
Wright said he did not regard the
accident as serious and explained that
It was only Incidental to gaining experience to acquire complete mastery
of aerial navigation.
Wright's, flight
this morning eclipsed all his former
efforts. He made complete tours and
soared over the tops of the trees. According to the official time he was in
the air eight minutes and 53 seconds.
He encountered a
breeze, but
In spite of this, displayed greater mastery of the machine han he did In a
Lemans,

TO

SE MODeToF ITS KIND

Will Consist of Series of
Reservoirs Built on Natural
Sites.
Work has

leen started

in earnest on
construction of the
Arroyo Hondo Irrigation System, six
miles south of Santa Fe. The first dam
will be built at. the mouth of the
rugged and picturesque Canon of the
Arroyo Hondo, which begins Just west
of the Santa Fe Trail or Oloriefsi
road, and extends almost to the Galis-teroad, a mile east of the Lamy
branch of the Santa Fe railway. The
location of the first dam Is In a natural
rock gateway, narrow and almost 130
feet high, at the bottom of which flows
the Arroyo Hondo, which at present
has a considerable volume of water.
Two other dams are to be built, but
further up the canon, all three being
located at the entrance to natural res

the preliminary

o

ervoir sites.
Erect Temporary Buildings.
On the north bluff of the canon gateway, a large frame building has been
erected by Corbett and Smyths, the
contractors who will build the dam.
It will
as a blacksmith shop and
smithy, wagon shed and stable. On
the south bluff, several teams with
scrapers are at work grading for the
abutment of the dam on that side. The
dam itself will he 130 feet high and
convex with the apex up stream. For
seventy feet of this heitrht, the natural
rock will serve as an abutment on both
'
sides, while above that, rnponry will
?s constructed. The dam Itself will be
of concrete and from It will be Irrigated several thousand acres of fertile
lands extending all the way down to
the Santa Fe river. Much of this land
Is In

private ownership but there

Is

also considerable public land under the
reservoir and about ten homesteads
have been filed upon lately in anticipation of the construction of the Irrigation works.
The greatest problem that will have
to be contended with Is the large
amount of silt that comes down the
Arroyo Hondo. While this silt will
serve as a fertilizer, It will also fill up
reservoirs and ditches, unless It can
he washed away by means of blow-hole- s
which will be left In the dam
and through which the silt Is to be
forced out of the reservoir by the water. It Is Ave to fifteen feet to bed rock
from the surface of the stream.
Site of Dam Beautiful Spot.
The dam Is Just a few hundred
yards below the ruins of the prehistoric Pueblo village, the site of which
is owned by
L. Bradford
Prince uni Receiver of the Land office,
Fred Mullr. This has been In part excavated and Interesting relics, such as
pottery and stone tools have been taken out. some of which are in the Cole
collection of the museum of the Hlstor- leal Society in the Old Palace. Systematic excavation would undoubtedly
bring to light many more relics and
remains of the prehistoric age, when
large Indian pueblos flourished on the
Santa Fe and Arroyo Hondo and Tesru-quwithin a few miles of Santa Pe.
The nearby hills are finely wooded
with pinon and cedar giving them a
park-lik- e
appearance, and with a lake
a mile long and half a mile wide, upon
the shores of which Is located this
mysterious prehistoric pueblo, the Arroyo Hondo reservoir will ne In the future one of the most attractive picnic
spots for Santa Fe people, being as It
Is only six miles from the Plaza.
Three good roads. Including the historic Santa Fe Trail lead to the
Hondo from town, besides a number
of trails. It Is however, In the fact, that
the irrigation facilities will bring farm-

ers to this country directly tributary
to Santa Fe. and that it will he producing an abundance of grain and
fruit, that the Importance of the undertaking to the Capital City lies. This
year, splendid crops of corn are being
raised between Santa Fe and the Hondo, proving that the land south of Santa Fe, almost 300,000 acres of which
are subject to homestead ntry, Is fully
as fertile as that of the Bstancla valley and Quay county, which is attracting new settlers by the thousands. Being nearer to the mountains, this land
also has more abundant rainfall, and
with crops more suitable than Indian
corn and with scientific dry farming,
the large area of land now lying Just
south of Santa Fe, will In the near
future produce abundant crops and sustain many families In comfort. The
dead calm.
completion of the Arroyo Hondo reser- voir will hasten $e coming of this new
The New Mexican Printing com- era when Santa Pe will be a rich agripany will do your job work with neat cultural community with double Its
'
ness and dispatch.
present population and wealth.
e
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.

THIS

BLOT ON SANTA FE MUST
BE WIPED OUT.
Denver is a wide-opecity; the men
in charge of Its municipal affairs are
not squeamish nor do they lean to
Pharisaism, yet they would not tolerate conditions In the residence portion
of the
as
are encity
dured on lower San Francisco street
nor far from the Spanish Methodist
church and next to the residence of
respectable people. This Immorality Is
a blot upon the city's escutcheon that
must be wiped out by the authorities
and if there are lethargic, then by an
aroused public sentiment. How would
any member of the city admlnistraf
like to have such a place next to

Professional Cards

n

THE NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, Sec'yTreas.

MAX. FROST, Editor.

at the Santa PostofBce.

Entered as Second Class Matt6r
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
$ .20
Daily, per week, by carrier
75
carrier
by
month,
per
Daily,
65
Daily, per month, by mall
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail
OFFICIAL

Daily, six months, by mall

J3.75

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
1.00
'
.75

PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

For

Vic-Preside-

For President William Howard Tart, of Ohio
James Schoolcraft Sherman, of New York

New Mexico

Santa Fe

Attorney and Counselor at Law
Practices in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme court.
Office : Laughlln Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.
l
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spell-binder-

V.
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Surplus and

Capital Stock, $150,000.
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a general

undivided Profits, 163,500.

banking business in

all
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'
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t'ofl TcrrUtr,,
.".! bfor
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branches.

Loans
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foreign

exchange

and

makes telegraphic transfer of money to all parts of the civilized
world on as liberal terms as are given by any money
transmitting
agency, public or private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate

Att3T-e-at-!.3-

is t't s!:ipvr,.'

Its

money on the most favorabls terms on all kinds of personal and collateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for
Its customers.. Buys and sells domestic and

said, according to the Denver Republi-

e

Assistant Cashlsr

Transacts

Judge Lewis, who acquis
the firm stand he took f.
justice in recent government coal lao
fraud prosecutions, at Denver, thl
week sentenced a white slave procure
to three years in the federal peniten
tlary besides imposing a fine of $500,
In pronouncing sentence, Judge Lewis

white-slav-

The oldest banking Institution In New Mexico, Established In 1870
RUFUS J. PALEN, President.
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
ALFRED H. BROADHEAD,

G. W. PRICHARD

i
can:
Court cf
W V
Courta
"The American nation will not stand 'K-hardly enough money to pay for the for a continuation of this
b. J.;s
or (ioft-r'postage stamps used by the national traffic. I am going to punish you, not
committee, they elected their candi- because I have any feeling toward
New Mux:
Ci
dates or came nearer electing them you
because
but
you
personally,
than in the years of financial plenty. must be
punished as an example to
And yet, this week, Mr. Mack makes
M :i'' '.
'..aw
others.
an impassioned plea for sinews of po!. t
.'. h
Pvac.'rv
"There does not appear to have been
litical war, that is for money and asks
and ewe'
any mistake about the facts as brought prt;..
the common people to pony up accord- cut. in the
.'
evidence," said .lu l.,3 Lewis. att
ing to their means. Evidently Norman "You took the woman to Silvorton and Sai
New
Mack mlstrues the wisdom of his own remained over
night there, and you
losic occasionally.
must have known that snti was in the
";i NEVAN

SPIESS OR ANDREWS, WHICH?
The challenge made by the Las Ve-- !
gas Oplic and under its leadj the
Spiess bureau of publication, to the
effect that Mr. Spiess at the polls will
prove more popular and a better vote
getter than Delegate Andrews is accepted with pleasure.
The Spiess newspapers all concede
the ability and honesty of Mr. Andrews. They agree that he has made a
splendid record as a public official.
Then why not in all justice say, well
done, good and faithful servant, re- THE IMPORTANCE OF THE 16TH
ceive your merited reward in a renomi-nationNATIONAL IRRIGATION CONGRESS.
But these Spiess newspapers say
National Irrigation
The Sixteenth
Andrews cannot be elected. That silly Congress which will be held in Albucharge is their entire stock in trade. querque commencing the 29th of SepWho says he cannot be elected? The tember, has received already a great
friends of Mr. Spiess. Why do they deal of splendid advertising and is get
make this charge? Solely to make po- ting more and more in the calcium
litical capital for the carididate from light of public opinion. Many of the
San Miguel county. The New Mexican leading newspapers of the country
takes issue with their statements. It have paid and are paying much kind
denies that Delegate Andrews cannot attention and have given and are giv
be elected. It asserts, If nominated, Mr. ing a great deal of well timed notice
Andrews can and will be elected by an to the gathering and its great
overwhelming majority. In fact he will
have far greater strength at the polls
The Pueblo Chieftain, which has a
than Mr. Spiess.
very large and extended circulation in
Two years ago, a fake reform gover- the Centennial state, republishes a re
nor, Hagerman, and his administration markably well written and interesting
exerted a powerful influence against editorial on the Congress which apMr. Andrews. The administration was peared in the St. Louis Times, one of
against him fighting under cover the biggest and most Influential eve
"tooth and toe nail."
ning newspapers in the great city of
It Is not so now, that source of op St. Louis. Editorials of that kind are
position is annihilated and in its place worth untold money and will be found
will come the powerful support of Gov- so by the officials of the Congress.
ernor George Curry and his political The right kind of editorials In great
friends and appointees.
newspapers like the Times and ChiefThe difference between a
tain must and will prove of great value
Republican territorial administration in fixing the attention of many people,
working against Mr. Andrews and a especially west of the Missouri river,
real Republican administration at on the forthcoming Congress and in
whose head is a wise and accomplish- ducing them to attend it. Says the
ed politician working for him Is three Chieftain:
"The National Irrigation Congress
thousand votes.
on
The removal of the fake reform gov- which will meet in Albuquerque
ernor lost to the Democrats the main September 29, is already attracting at
factor which to a great .extent lessened tention throughout the entire country.
the Republican majority of two years In the states west of the Missouri river
ago. Mr. Andrews as a nominated can- the Importance of irrigation and the
didate not only gains Immensely by the value of these annual gatherings have
removal of Hagerman but also by the long been recognized, but only within
the iast year or two have the people
appointment of Governor Curry.
two of the Eastern and Central states come
These elements of opposition
to recognize the necessity for the atyears ago do not exist now.
Mr. Andrews has admittedly a splen- tention given to this work.
did record as a public official. He is
"Referring to the coming Congress
a politician of great resources derived the St. Louis Times says:
" 'An
from long political experience and he
exceptionally important gather
has always been a thoroughbred Re- ing will be the Sixteenth National Ir
publican in the front rank of the po- rigation Congress, which will be held
at Albuquerque for five days, beginning
litical battles.
What about Mr. Spiess? There are September 29th. The country has beelements of political weakness that gun to take meetings of this character
have never yet been discussed and seriously. They have for their object
which will not be unless Tie may be the' 'saving of the forests, the storing
nominated.
and staying of the floods, the reclamaTrue or otherwise, it will be charged tion of the deserts and the making of
against him that he came to New homes.' A large order is this and one
Mexico as a Missouri Democrat, that of vast Importance.
"
he held office in New Mexico as a Dem'The New Mexican Congress aims
ocrat, and that he changed from a at the same ends that were sought by
minority party to a majority party to the conservation convention called by
Mr. Roosevelt several months back.
get office.
The New Mexican does not believe While it seeks, primarily, to further
this charge, but it will be made and the cause of irrigation, it touches the
the cry of "turn coat" for office will be broad principle that speaks for guardhowled over the territory early and ed resources. This and all other meet
late by the whole Democratic gang. ings of the same character ought to
This is one element of weakness. Mr. arouse keen interest ana have the
Spiess, has a public official, in many support of all the people.'
"Notwithstanding- the rather tardy
positions, a long and varied career.
When the Democratic press gang support given the reclamation work by
goes Into this to find political capital, the people of the country, the govern
and begins Its charge of rapid firing ment has already accomplished wond
guns, is it certain then Mr. Spiess will ers In the arid west In the work of
be found immune?
reclamation. Its efforts have been ably
s
seconded by the residents of the arid
May not the Democratic
find as much material against west and today they find themselves
Spiess as they can find or have found in a position to furnish citizens of the
Eastern states with object lessons in
against Mr. Andrews?
Andrews has been under Democratic the advantages to be secured through
Are for four years. He has been on the irrigation. It appears that these have
firing line and Democratic powder been necessary to arouse the people
to the possibilities of these one-tim- e
has been burned against him.
The campaign charges against him barren plains.
have been proven to be lies and the "Now that they have been awakened
voters of New Mexico are anxious to It Is to be supposed that the work of
He is more developing this Western country will
give him a vindication.
than a thousand votes stronger than be pushed forward at a much more
Mr. Spiess. The Republican party Is rapid rate."
not ungrateful. It knows what Mr.
Andrews has done. It knows what he The Socorro Chieftain thinks that
again can and will do.
of New Mexico know a good
the
It Is time the foolish gabble origlnat thingpeople
when they see it and therefore
ed In the Interest of Mr. Spiess, that the Republicans will nominate DeleAndrews cannot be elected, should
W. H. Andrews as their candidate
The gate
cease. There is nothing In it.
for delegate to the Sixty-firs- t
Congress
charge Is campaign talk In the Interest and the people will elect him.
Reof a rival candidate.
marks the Chieftain:
"Mr. Andrews is steadily and rapidly
Chairman Norman E. Mack of the gaining in popularity and
strength.
Democratic National Committee last There is no question about it. His noweek published an Interview that chu mination on the first ballot, if not by
success of a campaign is not entirely acclamation, is now a moral certainty.
dependent on finances and he proves it The adjustment of Republican factiontoo, by showing that in the national J al differences In Bernalillo county
elections In which the Democrats had makes his election equally a normal
the biggest slush fund, the Republicans j certainty. The people of New Mexico
had the biggest majorities, and on the are not so Blow that they do not know
few occasions when the Democrats had a good thing when they see It." .
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The New Mexican Is the oldest newspaper In New Mexico. It Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and as a large and growing circulation
among the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.
residence?
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of three per cent per annum, on six months' or year's time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products. The bank

executes all orders of its patrons In the banking line, and alms to
extend to them as liberrl treatment In all respects, as Is consistent
with safety and the principles of sound banking. Safety deposit boxes
1 for rent. The
patronage of the public Is respectfully solicited.

'

Mt-r- -

house of shame. You know how she
made th 3 $00 which she sent you, and
you took her to.JMieblo and 'M her
honor In saloons. There can be no extenuation for your crim.?, and vo can
never let things go that way in this
country.
'We are going to let people of your
stamp know that to ply their trade
here means punishment.
"William Luke, the oil man who
runs the dance hall at Silverton, at
which the girl was harbored, ha3 been
indicted for the offense."
And the New Mexican !s nertaln that
New Mexico has judges as firm and as
stern when it conies to punishing this
particular crime, as has Colorado. It Is
not long until the next grand jury
meets and men and facU will be
brought before it that will stamp out
public houses of ill repute, if the city
administration fails to do Its plain
duty before that.
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Attorney-at-La

ialty.

Santa

WILLIAM VAUGHN, Propi.

Mixi.--

Ft.,

and Counsellor at Law
the District Court and
Courts of the Territory.
Supreme
Prompt attention given to all busi
ness.,
New Mexico
Lincoln County,

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled
Large Sample Rooms for Commercial Travelers.
o

Attorney

Practice

In

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

Washington Avenue

-

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

.

MS

FRANK W. CLANCY
Attorney-at-La-

District Attorney For Second
District. Practices In the District
A SENSIBLE VIEW BY THE QUAY Court and the Supreme Court of the
Territory; also before the United
COUNTY TIMES.
The Quay County Times, a live and States Supreme Court in Washington.
New Mexico
progressive paper in the new town of Albuquerque,
San Jon, in the rapidly growing coun

HAT AND SUTHERLAND
t.Vi of Quay, Is published in a sec
tion where the population cpjfrists oti ' (W) Attorneys-at-La5Wtee In the District Courts as
newcomers who have settled Vwre"4.uwell
as before the Supreme Court of
The
Times
six
months.
the
ing
past
evidently knowrs whereof It speaks the Territory.
New Mexico
when it places the political situation Las Cruces
in its surroundings In the following
MARK B. THOMPSON
plain editorial language:
Attorney-at-La"In this section of New Mexico are
District Attorney Eighth District.
many newcomers from various parts of
the union who have come to make this Dona Ana, Lincoln and Otero coun
their permanent, home, a good many ties.
New Mexico
Republicans and many Democrats. The Las Cruces,
latter are not so strenuous in their
HARVIE DUVAL.
Democratic opinions as to oppose state
Attorney-at-Lahood. They came from the states and
want
We believe we Land, Mining and Corporation Law ex
are not overrating the situation when clusively. Practice In all the District
we say that in this section the Republi- Courts and Supreme Court. Special atcan territorial ticket will receive a tention to perfecting titles and organgood majority,
especially if Mr. An- izing and financing land and mining
drews secures the nomination for dele- properties. Office, Laughlln Block.
New Mexico
gate; for the people have great confi- Santa Fe,
dence in his ability to accomplish
H. M. DOUGHERTY
things for New Mexico in the Sixty- Attorney-at-Lafirst Congress. He Is the friend of the
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
common people, and every Republican
voter should see to it that men who trict Courts of the Territory. Office:
New Mexico
will stand by their constituents be Socorro,
sent to the county and territorial
CATRON AND GORTNER
Attorneys and Counsellors at Law
Office: Catron Block
HUBBELL WILL ACCEPT RESULT
New Mexico
Frank A. Hubbell, who for many Santa Fe,
L.
O.
FULLEN
was
chairman of the Republican
years
Attorney-a-Lacentral committee of Bernalillo counDistrict Attorney Ninth District.
ty, made a strong and persistent fight
to remain in power. He was beaten Office over First National Bank.
New Mexico
Monday last in the primaries, but went Roswell,
colors
with
down
and
flying.
WILLIAM M'KEAN "
his line of supporters stoutly and
Attorney
strongly against the opposition. Mr.
Mining an I Land Law.
Hubbell knows full well that the ma Taos,
New Mexico
jority rules and that this is the doc
trine upon which government of the
JOHN K. STAUFFER
United States is based as well as all
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Print
parties that are In It. His opponents
In the Republican party were stronger
ing Company.
and more numerous than his support Santa Fe
New Mexico
ers. Both sides made an aggressive and
OSTEOPATHY
splendid fight and the majority won
'
DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON
The New Mexican fully believes and
treats
acuta
and
that sincerely that Mr. Hubbell will Successfully
chronic diseases without
or
drugs
he
and
his
result
the
and
that
accept
friends will support the Republican medicines. No charge for consulta
nominee for delegate, the legislative tion. Office: No. 103 Palace avenue.
m..
p. m. 'Phona 156.
candidates and those for county offices. Hours:
T.
CONY
BROWN
of
a
This means
Republican majority
at least two thousand In Bernalillo
Mining Engineer.
county and the success of the party in
Secretary and Treasurer New Mexithe territory. Bernalillo county Repub co School of Mines.
New Mexico
licans will again become influential and Socorro,
strong In party management and in
DAVID "M. WHITE, C. E.
territorial affairs. The fight the New
(Late Territorial Engineer.)
Mexican believes Is over and all is
Water Supply, Railroad
Irrigation,
well that ends well.
and Bridge Building.
New Mexico
Santa Fe,
The Republican state convention ol
HART
W.
E.
Colorado will meet at Denver on SepArchitect
tember 12, and as Colorado Is no longer a doubtful state, It will nominate Plans, specifications and supervis
the successful state ticket. Colorado ion. Address: Rooms 6 and 6 Pioneer
Republicans evidently believe In large Building.
New Mexico
conventions for there will be 1,105 dele Cast Las Vegas.
And
gates,-- find as many alternates.
The New Mexican can do printing
,why not? The larger the number of
to that done In any of the large
a
convention
nearer
equal
gets
the
delegates,
to Hh4 people, and the more honors cities. Our solicitor, every piece or
can be passed around to the workers. work we turn out. Try our stock once
It Is a policy that New Mexico Repub- and you will certainly come again. We
licans should keep In mind. A political have all the facilities fo rturnlng out
convention should be as large as can every class of work, Including one cf
the best binderies In the West.
be conveniently wielded.
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Postal Telegraph Office
Commodious Sample I(ooms
Long Distance Telephone Station.
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CENTRAL LOCATION.
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MM GKARCOtL' BROILER

.Prices are Reasonable
in
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season
K. C. Meats always on hand
Everthing
Rooms in connection, Mc and &
up Hot Cold Water Baths,
u.

Lure

Electvicted lights every room good one,
HERRERA, Proprietor,'
Santa Fs, New Mexico.
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New Mexico Military Institute

1

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
"The West Point of the Southwest."
Army Officers Dftallod by War Department.
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

"A."
Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business

J

2-- 6

r
l

life.

Great

amount of'open air work. Healthlets location
of any Military School in the Union. Located
in the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of .the West at an elevation of 3,700
feet above sea level, sunshine every day, but
little rain or snow during session.
Eleven Offlcer'and instructors, all graduates from ;stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, throughly furnished, heated, lighted
and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President: W.
O, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W.
a llynFA
For particulars and Illustrated catalogue
address.
.
COL. JA8. W. WILL80N,

Superintendent
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NEW MEXICO REPORTS
VOLUME NUMBER 13

E&F

Arc You on Good Terms
With Your Stomach?

Just Issued From Press of New Mexican Printing Company Essential
to Every Attorney.
Volume 13, of the reports ot cases
argued and determined la the supreme court of New Mexico Is now
ready for distribution among the mem'
bers of the bar. No law library in New
Mexico Is complete without It and to
the practicing attorney It is absolutely
necessary. Justices of the peace, U. S.
commissioners, court officials and all
in
are
Interested
who
others
of
the law,
the Interpretation
especially the New Mexico law,
by the highest court of the territory,
should have the volume at their elbow. It Is compiled by Judge A. J,
Abbott, the supreme court reporter,
and federal attorney for the Pueblo
Indians, and his experience on the
bench, as practicing attorney and as
the author of previous volumes of Reports, assures that volume 13 has been
carefully edited and Indexed. The typographical work and binding is by
the New Mexican Printing company
which is being complimented upon the
fact that it Is the best printed and
best bound volume of New Mexico Reports thus far Issued. The price per
volume, $2.70, is lower than that of
any previous volume. To this 30 cents
should be added for postage, it volume
Is ordered by mall. The edition Is limited and orders will be filled In the
sequence of their receipt
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Kodol will do all the stomach's work for It,
when necessary-givi- ng
it a period of complete
rest. The rest that restores health. That's how
Kodol cures indigestion which is merely a good
digestion "gone wrong."
People used to think that when they had Indigestion they should stop eating or limit themselves to a prescribed diet. Others commenced
purging with cathartics. All that is very disagreeable and unpleasant. Also, it isn't necessary.

Very likely you never pave a thought to how
hard your stomach works. Most people don't until
they have to. Sometimes, though, it cost less to
do a little thinking before one has to.
Even the galley-slav- e
of the ancients rested at
intervals. But the stomach of modern man works
harder than the galley-slavand it never rests
of itself.

Starvation or purging doesn't cure anything.

e,

sit

Kodol doesn't cure anything either but shows
nature the right road, in short order. Kodol
merely establishes complete and perfect digestion.
It does this by digesting every particle of the
food. The stomach then rests and cures Itself.
That is what was intended when Kodol was made.
It couldn't be any other way.

will rest the stomach, but

that is something nature didn't provide for. If
lived the way nature Intended,
people
it wouldn't have been necessary to provide for it.
But they don't that's the trouble.
now-a-da-

Better keep on good terms with your stomach,
if you can. Your health depends absolutely upon
the perfect performance of the stomach's functions. Ever think of that or why it is true?

i

4

V

Kodol is quite indispensable to a good many
persons. To all, in fact, who haven't time in
their daily lives for a careful selection of foods
and diet. It very quickly enables nature to rectify any disagreeable effects of wrong eating.

The human body is composed of certain chemiThese are combined to form substances such as fat, protein, carbohydrates, mineral matter and water.
cal elements.

Our Guarantee
to your druggist today and get a dollar
bottle. Then after you have used the entire contents of the bottle if you can honestly say that it
has not done you any good return the bottle to
Go

NOT COAL LAND. FOREST.
The food we eat is composed of exactly these
(Notice For Publication.)
elements. The stomach must disintegrate this
Department of the Interior.
food and correctly apportion it to the needs of the
U. S. Land Office,
system. Looks like a lot of work for the stomach, the druggist and he will refund your money. We
doesn't it? No wonder it occasionally needs will
Santa Fe, N. M., August 4, 1908.
then repay the druggist. This offer applies
Kodol to help it do this.
Notice Is hereby given that Crestino
to the large bottle and to but one in a family.
O'Cana, of El Rito, N. M., who, on July
The person who has the kind of a stomach that Every druggist knows our guarantee Is good
21, 1903, made Homestead Application
can do its own work continuously, without assisThe dollar bottle contains 2K times as much
SW
.
No. 7578 (0641), for NW
tance has a good deal to be thankful for. Most
as the fifty cent bottle. Kodol is made at the
SW
and lot 4, sec. 2, twp.
NW
people haven't that kind. That is why they re25 N., range 6 E., N. M. P. meridian,
quire Kodol.
laboratories of E. C. DeWitt & Co., Chicago.
has filed notice of intention to make
r
final
proof, to establish claim
to the land above described, before
a result lie has a very lame shoulder
Jacobo Chavez, insurance commisFrancisco Luna, Probate Clerk, at Tier-r- a
and' a bad cut on his face.
Insurance fund, $130.
sioner,
TERRITORIAL NEWS NOTES
Amarilla, N. M., on the 19th day of
Fifty-fou- r
Bernalillo county John S. Heaven,
thousand dollars In money,
September, 1908.
is quite a sum. This is the amount treasurer, taxes for 190G, $155.15; 1907,
Claimant names as witnesses:
that the Benson pool of Carlsbad re- - $21,206.47.
Jaramillo, Jesus Maria O'Cana,
Chaves county J. Smith Lea, treasAccording to recent reports the post-- ! ceived for cattle shipped during the
Diego Gonzales and Ramoz Gonzales, office receivts at Las
few
Benson
The
weeks'.
taxes for 19011, $528; 1904. $782;
urer,
show
pool
Vegas
anjpast
all of El Rito, N. M.
of twenty per cent during the sists of the Benson Brothers, V. H. 1905, $10.22; 1900, $250.77; 1907,
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Lusk and son, G. M. Pendleton and a
month of July.
Register Messrs Howard and Worrel, who few other stock owners.
Dona Ana county Oscar Lohman,
The Rio Grande has had another treasurer, taxes for 1906, $7.05; 1907,
have been running the electric light
What is Best for Indigestion?
plant at San Marcial for one month on rise near El Paso, Texas, since the $2,346.29.
Mr. A. Robinson of Drumquin, Ontrial,
report their venture a financial recent rains. The measurement taken Eddy county W. H. Merchant, treatario, has been troubled for years with success.
showed a rise of over a foot Monday surer, taxes for 190C, $40.83; 1907,
indigestion, and recommends ChamThe late rains have revived the grass evening, but Immigration officials who
berlain's Stomach and Liver Tablets and most of
Grant county Jackson Agee, treaQuay county looks like a were on duty at the Santa Fe bridge
ao "the best medicine I ever used."
wheat field. W. U Bennett of San Jon station say that the water had risen surer, taxes for 1905. $1.35; 1000,
If troubled with indigestion or consti
t $118.6i; 1907, $4,085.15.
says that valley will have more forage considerably higher than this at
pation give them a trial. They are crops than last
before
and
receded
satirise.
county Jose y Armijo,
Guadalupe
is
that
and
there
year
certain to prove beneficial. They are
A man brought Into Las Vegas last treasurer, taxes for 1907, $602.11.
to be an abundance for every
going
easy to take and pleasant in effect necessity.
Lincoln county J. M. Penfield, treaweek from the little town of Conchas,
Price 25 cents. Samples free at all
of a mas- surer, taxes for 190C, $29.26; 1907,
Rice Johnson formerly porter at the two teeth and the knee-cadrug stores.
Grand Central hotel at Roswell, died todon. These bones were dug from $3,90060.
Luna county E. J. Carskadon,
In that city a few days ago, death re- the ground near that place. They were
for 1905, $11.23; 1906.
d
wounds made found buried tinder seven feet of soil.
sulting from
is
believed
It
are
others
that
there
$9,477.41.
1907,
$294.92;
his
and
with
throat
wrists
Beer by slashing
The Famous
a razor and pocket knife. He is believ- that can be unearthed in the same loMcKinley county Palmer' Kettner,
ed to have been demented.
cality and further investigations will treasurer, taxes for 1907, $50:82.
Mora county C. IT. Strong, treasurDe
Claude
Moss was arrested at be made.
J. M. Griggs this week brought one-hal- f er, taxes for 1902. 17 cents; 1905, 17
Sole Agent for
week
with
obtainlast
Queen
charged
dozen stalks of corn to the Tucum-car- i cents; 1907, $632.53.
goods under false pretenses. He
LEMP'S ST. LOUIS BEER ing
Otero county J. C. Dunn, treasurer,
News
office, each stalk having two
a
aa
saddle giving
purchased
part pay- ears of
Mr.
corn.
taxes
filled
told
for 1906, $128.29; 1907, $401.92.
well
Griggs
ment an order for $25 on Aubrey Gist,
And All Kihca fll Mineral Waters.
a
of
fell
News
not
rain
the
that
county Florencio Martinez,
Quay
drop
but the latter refused to honor the
draft and the arrest of De Moss fal- on his corn from April 18 to July 26, a treasurer, taxes for 1907, $1,211.29.
period of ninety days, but said he, "I j Rio Arriba county Miguel Gonzales,
lowed.,
Any Flavor you Deslr.
follow the Campbell system." I plow treasurer, taxes 1906, $186.16;
1907,
W. B. Clark was found unconscious
and deep and I cultivate shallow $3,967.30.
Orders Filled lor An Aaieunt. Mall Orders in
early
his
Jon
near
San
last week. and often and this corn is the result." ) Roosevelt
pasture
will Receive Prompt AHseHea.
county B. .7. Reagan,
He was riding one horse and driving
taxes
for 1905, $30.60; 1906,
.treasurer,
the other when either the horse stum- Phone 3a
19?7,
6''47:8.4;.
bled or was frightened and threw him,
August time tells on the nerves. 2'91;
ndro
Sando-inSanta Fe, N. 1. rendering him senseless for a time. As But that spiritless, no ambition feel-fandoval county-AlejaMonfezuma Avenue.
$
'
'
can be easily and quickly altered
by taking what Is known by druggists
everywhere as Dr. Snoop's
tlve. Within 48 hours after beginning
I
"07V 2'BM;20to use the Restorative Improvement
Ro- Miguel county-Euge- iiioThee celebrated Hot Springe are lo- est alkalln Hot Springs In the world. will be noticed. Of course, full health
"
'
cated in the midst of the Ancient Cliff The efficiency of these watere has will not immediately return. The gain
5
e
And
follow.
west
mile
will
of
best,19"7'
J1'"
twenty-fivbeen
mirachowever,
Dwellings,
surely
thoroughly tested by the
I
Santf Fe
LT
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa ulous cures attested to In the follow- of all, you will realize and feel your
43
a
192. 9
,
return-is
from
about
twelve
as
ambition
and
miles
it
and
Fe,
ing diseases:. Paralysis, Rheumatism strength
1905 48 cents; 1906, $23.14;
nts;
Station, on the Denver and Rio Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's Disease lng. Outside influences depress first
Grande Railroad, from which point a of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and Mercur- the "inside nerves' 'then the stomach, 1J"7- MW4.
I
Sierra co"n
" Ci,!1,0nS'
fail.
dally line of stage rune to the springs. ial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La heart and kidneys
tj':Jo
1907
for
treasurer,
The temperature of these waters. It Grippe, all Female Complaints, etc. Strengthen these failing nerves with
Socor.ro
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Board, lodging' and bathing $2.50 per Dr. Snoop's Restorative and see how
90Gsarbonlc. Altitude 6,000 feet. Climate day; $15 per week; $50 per month. quickly health will be yours again. 're0r.taxes for
very dry and delightful the entire year Stage meets Denver trains and waits Cold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
.
,
round. There Is now a commodious ho- for Santa Fe train upon request. This
taxes
for
1907,
1906, $28.11;
surer,
tel for the convenience of Invalids and resort Is attractive at all seasons and
$907.87.
TERRITORIAL
FUNDS
tourists. People suffering from Con- is open all winter. Passengers for OJo
Torrance county Macario Torres,
sumption, cancer, and other contagi- Caliente can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.
MONTH OF JULY
tone o no. ifiA7
ous diseases, are not accepted. These and reach OJo Caliente at 4 p. m., the
$952.33.
waters contain 1,620.24 grains of alka- same day. For further particulars ad Monies
Received
Territorial I , TTntnn
By
nmintv QAlnmnti Afnpctnsi
line ealta to the gallon, being the rich dress:
' Treasurer J. H. Vaughn From
treasurer, taxes for 1907, $2,988.70.
Various Sources.
Valencia
county Solomon Luna,
treasurer, taxes for 1905, 14 cents;
The following public funds have been' 190f. 114 41. i907 $7,676.28.
Oto Caliente, Taos County . V, M received by Territorial Treasurer J, H,
Vaughn for the month" of July:
A FaithLuJ Fr'en,d
From the treasurer of the United
,
Chamberlain s Colic,
have
States, appropriation for the Agricul- itural College, $35,000.
junoiera ana imrruoea nemeuy miice
w " i'"u'
Robert P. Ervien, commissioner of." Wtt3 uiai
have never tom oneJf-funpublic lands, credit common school!1872. and
' stance where a cure was not speedily
$5,232 56
effected - by Its use. I have been a com- Captain John VV. Green, superinten- traveler for eighteen years.
ucui mow JWCXICU UeilUttUllMJ', I.W and never start out on a trip without
victs' earnings, $3,846.50
by faithful friend," says H. S.
FAL8TAFF BOTTLED BEER.
Nathan Jaffa territorial secretary. this,
of Oakland, Ind. Ter. When
ANY QUANTITY FROM A PINT UP
i Nichols
i) ITM
AnmiA.ntln. All
tu,l,uia"U11 UU"BB' J''0"- a man has used a remedy for thirty
.Vernon L. Sullivan, territorial engl- - flve years he knows its vaiue and ls
onrvfiV '
npfr nil iminnnt
competent to speak for it. For sale by
'
$385.40.
all druggists..
WEST SIDE
PLAZA
SANTA RE NM Francis C. Wilson, clerk of the First
It is an admitted fact that real es- judicial district, court fees, $399.80.
John Venable, clerk Second judicial tate, financial men and merchants all
eay that quickest and best results are
district, court, fees, $532
W. E. Martin, clerk Third judicial obtained by advertising in the New
Mexican.
court fees, $488.35.
PICTURES AND FRAMING district,
juclerk
Secundlno
Fourth
Romero,
We make a specialty of
DEVELOPING, PRINT dicial district, court, fees, $725.10.
Foley s Kianey uemedy will cure
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Order Given Prompt
S. I. Roberts, clerk Fifth
case of kidney or gladder trouble
any
judicial
Attention. Send tor Catalogue, that is not beyond the reach ot modi
district, court fees, $987.
HOWLAND A DKWIY COMPANY,
No medicine can do more, Sold
.
. Charles P. Downs, clerk Sixth Judic- cine.
ial district, court fees, $518.30..
at the Ireland's Pharmacy.
Broadway, Us Angelee, Calf I
1--
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JKeauedr-

g

and you 11 find there's a limit. When the limit
is reached, the stomach must rest. Kodol rests it.

Kodol, of course,

5

J

Treat it right its your best friend. Abuse it

That Is what Kodol is for. The stomach cannot stop work ; if it did you would stop existing.
It cannot even take a vacation and "rest up"
except when it has Kodol to assist it.

7

five-yea-

A

if
it

m

STUDY THE MAP.
The natural point on the new A. T. 4. S. F. Cut-Offor the distribution ol
freight, having the advantage of the easy grades and short route to thi
East and West ,and direct communication with all points in the Territory.
Wholesale houses are coming to Willard at soon as the Cut-Of- f
is open. Surrounded by a fine farming country. The purest water in New Mexteo. The
geographical center of Torrance county and of New Mexico. The water
S. F. short line through New Mexico, Willard l
point on the great A. T.
a growing town. Willard will make a city. Study the map. For information
call or address
FRANK L. WALRATH, REAL ESTATE,. .
K- Willard, New Mexico.
f
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Ven-ceala- o

e

$14,-618.4-
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527 San Francisco
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Curios

Blankets, Baskets, Wax, Feather andLinen Drawn Work,
Opals, Turquoise, Garnets and Other Gems
OUR MOTTO: To Have the Best of Everything In Our Line.

Falstaff

HENRY KRICK
SODA WATER,

CORRICK CARRIAGE

Haek
-

CO.

Line

&

120 San Francisco St.

'

i

ltZ

g

1

Call up

1

32 Black for Carriages.

e"

OJO CALJEJiTE HOT SPRINGS.

,510'

-
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ANTONIO JOSEPH,

OTTO RETSCH , Proprietor

Fine Wines, Liquors & Cigars
OF

St

Kodaks .and Photo Supplies
"

lit

.in

in

aP- -

!S

o

Proprietor.

PLAC
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The kind that grows with your library
that
that will fit practically any space
can be moved one unit at a time by one
person without disturbing the books that is
practical, artistic, and the only perfect sectional
g
bookcase made. Fitted with
doors; base units furnished with or without
drawers; and all made in a variety of woods and
finishes adapted to any surroundings. Call and
see them or send for, catalog 105 with Interior
views showing arraogeraeot in Jibrary .parlor, etc
non-bindin- g,

New Mexican Printing Company
local agents, Santa Fe. New Mexico.

roller-bearin-

I

THE BIG STOGIE 1
From August 10 to August

31

Inclusive

In order to make room for our
FALL and WINTER STOCK we
have decided to hold a FINAL
CLEARANCE of all our Summer

goods at very low prices.

gig geduefiien
on the

A!aso

will be given

following:

Mens Suits

Ladies Taiior Made Suits
Skirts
Wash Waists

" Trousers
" Hats
" Underwear
" Shirts
" Oxfords

Silk Petticoats
Muslin Underwear
Lace Hose

MONEY

Tp

LOAN

notes, diamonds and jewelry us low as $10 and as blgh ai $200.
Loans are strictly private. Time one month to one year. Rat, are
Call and see us before borrowing
reasonable.

On

FAAIf

Win.

at SALMON Store.

NATHAN SALMON.
Phone 108.

Prion

The largest

a ad

the only

te

,

t

t

if

':

ru

108.

Ft.

itore in Santa

For anything and everything appertaining

.n

s
always

careful
3A
wife will
Keep

jen SligT

to Printing or Binding

Bro,hf,s

comp"ny-

vacation.

-

ls,

in

isupiiea

BALLARD'S
SNOW

Co.

You will find it here.

July is the time to buy Wash
Dress Fabrics.
Prices are far Below the Early Season

LINIMENT

A Positive Cure For

We are closing out our Line

Rheumatism, Cuts, Old Sores,
Sprains, Wounds, Stiff Joints,
corns, Bunions ana all Ills.

of Ladies, Misses and Childrens
LOW CUT SHOES of

SHE KNOWS.
Mrs. C.

II. Runyon,

Stan-berr-

every
Every pair guaranteed,
You Know the Quality.

y,

Mo. writos:
I have
used Snow Liniment and can't
eay enough for it, for Rheumatism and all pains. It is
the most useful medicine to

o

e

Bros

1903.

What is it you want?

o

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

13, 1908

INCORPORATED

1856,.

Sekman

d

well-to-d-

CALL AND BE CONVINCE
1

ESTABLISHED

PERSONAL MENTION

Miss Alexia Durant of Cowles, is'reg-stereat the Palace, She came to the
city to visit friends.
Attorney R. L. Medler of Albuquerque has gone to the Jemcz Hot Springs
for a month's visit.
F. Fresco, a rauchero near Taos, was
among today's arrivals In the city. He
registered at the Coronado hotel.
R. S. Ballon of Moriarty, registered
at the Norniandle hotel last night. He
came to the city on personal business.
President. Robt. Law of the Santa Fe
Central Railway has returned from an
inspection trip over the lines of the
road.
Dr, Moore and daughter, of Stanley,
arrived in the city last evening on
personal business. They had a room at
the Coronado.
W. B. Hermes of Moriarty, was In
the city today and had his name on
the Xormandie hotel register. Personal
business brought him here.
and
Max Xordhaus,
general manager of the Ilfeld Mercantile company at Las Vegas, spent yesterday in Albuquerque on commercial
affairs.
farmer
Gregorio Griego, a
and well known citizen of Penasco, in
Taos county, is a guest at the Norman-dlhotel. He came here on business.
J. F. Walker, of the Madrid mining
camp in south Santa Fe county, arrived in the city last evening on mining business. He was registered at the
Palace hotel.
George E. Ellis, a former resident
of this city and now in the hotel business in Albuquerque, spent the day in
Santa Fe Interviewing friends. Mr. Ellis has considerable real estate here.
P. H. Knowllon, representing
the
of
Carpenter-RicPaper corporation
Denver, spent the day here on business. He is a guest at the Claire. Mr
Knowlton finds business In his line improving.
John W. Sullivan, superintendent of
the properties of the New Mexico Fuel
and Iron company at Hagan, spent yesterday in Albuquerque. Mr. Sullivan
has proven himself a reliable and competent superintendent.
Clarence Pierce, who has been em
ployed for several years as clerk for

Final Clearance.

I
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have in the house."

Three Sizes 25c, 50c, $1.00

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

P. O. Box 219.

o-

ST. LOUIS, MO.,
For

Half a

Century

the Leading

-

des-criptio- n.

Phone No. 86.

Dry Goods House

In tbe City,

Sold and Recommended by
FISCHER DRUG STORE.

and for the office of assessor of Roosevelt county. He will likely remain for
several weeks in the Capital City for
that, purpose as the work is a hard task
and can not be done in a hurry. He
paid his respects to Governor George
Curry this forenoon and also called
on Surveyor General John W. March.
(Continued
CURES

LAWN AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Ball bearing Lawn mowers. Grass Catchers,
Something New in Law n Sprinklers, Garden Hose,
Hose Reels, Lawn Rakes. Fruit Sorayers.

On Page Eight.)

COUGHS AND

COLDS.

Hyomei Gives Relief in 10 Minutes-Cu- res
Over Night.
Everybody knows, or ought to know
that Hyomei is recognized among
scientists as the specific for Catarrh,
Asthma, Bronchitis and Hay Fever,
but there are a great many people who
do not know that Hyomei will cure a
hours.
cough or a cold In less than
But everyone should know that the
soothing, balmy and antiseptic air of
Hyomei when breathed over the tfiw
and inflamed membrane of the nose
and throat will instantly allay the inflammation, and will effect a prompt
cure. 1"
Complete Hyomei outfit, including
inhaler, costs only ?1.00 at The Ire
land's Pharmacy, extra bottles, If af
terwards needed, will cost but 50
cents.
Joseph M. Ilarbaugh, Heldredge,
Neb., writes: "I have used your Hyo
mei in my family for two years or
more, and find it one of the best reme- lies we ever used for a cold or sore
hroat. We find that it gives quick
relief In cases of catarrh."

young man writes friends that he is
enjoying himself greatly.
E. C.
attorney-at-laat
Knapp,
Mountainair, was in Albuquerque yesterday on business. Mr. Knapp states
that the people of that pretty little
AND
mountain town have made all arrangements for the success of the Chautau-que- ,
which will be held there in a few
days.
Land Commissioner Robert P. Ervlen
returned last night from a several
days' business trip to Clayton, the
beautiful county seat of Union county. He says considering that the rains
have not been as plentiful in Union
Spading Forks, Rakes and Shovels.
county as elsewhere this summer the
Alaska
Refrigerators and Ice Cream Freezers,
crops are looking fairly well.
Screen Doors and Windows,
Word was received In the Capital toHammocks, Croquet sets.
day that Judge Edward A. Mann of
Alamogordo, and the Otero county delegation to the Republican territorial
convention will arrive in Santa Fe ovThe Host Complete Line of Hardware in the City.
er the Santa Fe Central Railway on
bunday evening. They will make the
Sanitary Plumbing our Motto.
NOTICE.
trip in a special Pullman, which has
Scaled proposals will be received by
WOOD-DAVI- S
been engaged for the occasion.
Dr. and Mrs. James A. Rolls and Dr the Board of Trustees of the New
and Mrs. H. M. Smith, of Las Vegas Mexico Institute for the Blind at Alawno nave been enjoying
a several mogordo, New Mexico, until August
weeks' sojourn at Santa Catalina Is 17th, 1908. At 10 o'clock a. m., for the
a steam heating plant
DIAMONDS
land, across the bay from Los Angeles, construction of
WATCHES
and power house for the New Mexico
nave returned. They enjoyed
their Institute for the Blind at
Alamogordo,
mp immensely. Dr. Smith acquired New
of
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.
Mexico, all materials and fittings RIGHT PRICES
Telephone No. 40.
fame as a fisherman while away, hav
Eyea.Te.ted and
bidto
the
successful
be
furnished
by
ing caught a
black sea bass.
except the brick for the power RIGHT GOOD
Fitted By Up-to- .
Attorney Jesse G. Northcutt of Trlnl der,
house which will be furnished by the
in
is
dad, Colorado,
and has a Board
the
-Date Method.
of Trustees of the said institu- RIGHT SERVICE
For anything and everything appertaining to Printing or Binding room at tne Claire hotel. city
He is general
call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
consul for the Yankee Fuel company tion,
CUT GLASS, CHINA AND SIVERWkHE.
All bids must be accompanied by a
of Raton and came to the ?Ity on
34C San Franciico
legal certified check of one hundred dollarB.
Street, Santa Fe,N. M.
business. While in the city he called
Board of Trustees reserve the
The
on Governor Curry and other officials
to reject any and all bids.
at the Capitol. He will return to Trini right
R. H. PIERCE,
dad this evening.
Secretary and Treasures
Archbishop Coadjutor J. B. Pitaval Alamogordo, New Mexico.
of Santa Fe, who was the guest of Rev
will be
Plana and specifications
Father Paul Gllberton, pastor of the
at the office of Hon. Jacobo
fqnd
church of Our Lady of Sorrows In Las Chaves, commissioner of Insurance.
Vegas, has gone to Watrous, where he
will make a pastorial visit.
He
Pain anywhere stopped In 20 min8
8
pects to return to Las Vegas Saturday utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's
and will officiate in the services of the Pink Pain Tablets. The formula Is on
r
church there Sunday morning.
box. Ask your doctor or
u Ideal Boarding and Day School for Boys
the
William
Mcintosh, the Torrance druggist about this formula! Stops wo:
:
:
and Young Men
:
:
pains anycounty sheep raiser, is in Albuquerque manly pains, ' headache,
DecoDr.
Write
.on business. He feels good over the
where.
Shoop, Racine,
rains and water conditions and Wis., for free trial, to prove value of
Well known and highly
ithe ten thousand sheep he has grazing his Headache or Pink Pain Tablets.
appreciated for its thorough
in the western part of that county are Sold by The Ireland Pharmacy.
1
jin fine shape. Considerable rain has
practical teaching giving to
fallen of late there and this has placed
The New Mexican Printing company
each student
best moral
grange and water supplies in good con- is prepared to furnish cards de vite
mental
and
physical
training
dition.
for ladies and for gentlemen on short
W. F. Tallant, of Portales, county notice in first class style at reasonable
MANUFACTURER
surveyor of Roosevelt county, is in the prices, either engraved or printed.
Fo
city for the purpose of examining field Call at the New Mexican Printingcomapddrsuslars
JEWELER
notes and plats of the townships in his pany.
President.
county with a view to making copies
of the same for the use of his office
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
2--

STRAWBERRIES

CHERRIES

FRESH DAILY

Everything

Good to

Eat

fn Solitaire Canned Goods

Solitaire Tea and Coffee
Have no Equal.

Field and Garden Seed.

AGENTS VICTOR SPORTING GOODS

"ST

Winter Grocery

HDW.

Co.

CO.

H. C, YONT7
JCLn.-u.fa.ct-va.-

i

CALL

Ap SEE

Mnvi,...

III,f

JEWELERY-

FOR YOURSELF

ST. MICHAEL'S COLLEGE.

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF

I

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

atehes. Clocks
Jewelry, Silverware,

Diamonds,

A

25-ce-

re-ce-

rated

Cbina, Novelties,
Leather and eatlier Ebony

mm

the

Goods.

I

S. Spitz

BROTHER HERMES,

rAJgRJESCBJUgEIQ H

is something that should be compounded with skill and

We are absolutely sure of every prescription
heincr nerfect before leaving the store.
IKY Uo INo matter where tne ooctor lens you 10 nave u iiueu

PHONE.
NO. 213.

ZOOM'S

care.

PHARMACY

PHONE.
NO. 213.
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MINOR CITY TOPICS

The having

Weather

forecast for New
Showers tonight or
Friday, with stationary
S
Lodge No. 4(10, B. P, O. K.
ElkH. held a well attended meeting nt

you have some of

your money leftover.
The extra money is the foundation for future riches, if you
will only persistently save it. What if it does only amount
to a few dimes or nickels a day-the- re
are going to be a great
many days in your life! and these dimes and nickels will
n grow into a good large sum.
The oportunity may come, when a few hundred dollars
might change your whole financial condition; Might mean
buying an interest in some growing business; - Might give
you a chance to grasp your next opportunity.

I

AND WHAT IS THE USE OF ALLTHIS?
Why it just means making a man of you.
rMaking you free to do as you wish.
and
contented.
and
Making you
your family happy
-

OPEN AN ACCOUNT WITH US NOW.
THE UNITED STATES

pays

4

BANK

AND

TRUST COMPANY

percent interest on Time and SAVINGS ACCOUNTS.

LIVERY STABLE
FINE

RIGS. RELIABLE HOFlSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURR1ES, HICK?.

CALL UP 'PHONE

NO. 9

g

When in Need of Anything in the Livery Line.
Drivers Furnished.

its lodge rooms lat night.
The hotel arrivals In this city yes
terday numbered thirty-six- .
namely,
Palace, ten; Claire, fourteen; Norman-die- ,
eight; Coronado, four.
For sale, a mare about five years
old, gentle and safe animal, with good
man's saddle and bridle. Will be sold
the editorial office of
cheap. Apply
the Dally New Mexican.
This evening La BanSa de Santa Fe
will give an open air concert In the
Plaza. The band renders good music
and as a rule those who have heard
one conceit, come out to hear another.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. 0. F.,
will hold its regular weekly meeting at
Odd Fellows hall this evening on lower San Francisco street. Visiting Odd
Fellows are cordially invited to be
present.
The following visitors to the rooms
of the New Mexico Historical Society
registered yesterday: M. S. Austin, 0.
Magerito. both ofwMinneapoli9 .Minnesota; C. L. Cleln. of Chicago; Hugo G.
de Froth, j. C. Parsons, both of New
York City; Delia J. SIsler, of Emporia,
Kansas.
Yesterday was a beautiful day, the
rvfaxlmum temperature being 78
degrees and the minimum temperature 5t
degrees, The average relative humidity
for the day was 54 per cent. The lowest
temperature during last night was GO
degrees and the temperature at G a.
m. today was GO degrees.
Dr. W. G. Shadrach of Drs. Shadrach
and Tull, of Albuquerque, New Mexico,
will be in Santa Fe August 17 at the
Claire hotel and remain for ten or fifteen days for the purpose of doing any
eye, ear, nose and throat work and
glasses. He will make regular vis-It- s
to Santa Fe In the future, every
two months, thus enabling him to
handle chronic diseases. Office hours
9 to 12 a. m. and 1:30 to 4 p. m. Evenings by appointment. Referring you
to any physician of standing In the

Rates Right.

CHA

territor.

Amado Gutierrez, manager of La
Banda de Santa Fe, says that a flattering offer has been made to Professor Ramirez by the Duke City band of
VOU HIT THE RIGHT FEED
Albuquerque to act as leader and musiof that organization and
whu you strike this establishment. cal director
the
of Santa Fe should
he
people
says
We handle nothing but
help the local band more generously
FIRST-CLASFLOUR AND FEED that It may be able to hold Professor
in
the
Capital
City.
Those who have dealt with us don't (Ramirez
to the people now. Santa Fe
I It is up
have to be told how excellent our spe- has one
of the best musical organizacialties are: And those who don't
in New Mexico and since Protions
know out flour and feed are losing
cessor Ramirez came here and took
something every day they remain unof the band It has improved a
acquainted Tf you are one of these ' chargedeal.
great
you shouldTglve us a trial order at
j
Chaplain C. C. Bateman who will
once.
V " V
church In
j lecture at the Presbyterian
.this city on Friday evening, August 21,
8ol Agency For
will have for his subject: "The PhilipINTERNATIONAL STOK FOOD
pine Islands; Their People and
The lecture will be under the
auspices of the Woman's Aid Society
land an admission fee of 25 cents
Wholesale and Retail Dealers In
FLOUR, HAY, GRAIN, POTATOES, SALT AND SEEDS.
will be charged for adults and 15 cents
j
The Only Exclusive Grain House In 8anta Fe, New Mexico.
for children to this Interesting lecture.
Chaplain Bateman Is a good speaker
and as he has spent several years in
the Philippines he can tell just exactly what the conditions there are. The
lecture will be demonstrated by means
CO.
of a map of the Islands in colors.

"v

S

J

LEO HERSCH

f

Pros-Jpects.-

(Continued

Chairs

at

Embalming ft Undertaking

San Francisco St 'Phone 10
'Phone No 1
Night Call
306--

8

A SPB30IALTY.

ADOLF SEUGMAN DRY GOODS CO.

During the Month of July
entire line of spring and summer goods
Che
I of
and all
will be
every

i

sold at

descriptions

one half of Its regular value.
Please Give us a Call and Convince Yourself.,

Fever arn Hess
Have just received a large
of NEVER DARN
HOSE in both Ladies and
They come six pair to
the box and retail at $2.00 per
box. A box of these hose are
guaranteed to wear six months
without darning. TRY A BOX -

shipment

Gen-tleme-

JULIUS H. QERDES.

n.

Page Eight.)

of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County. ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he
Is senior partner of the firm of F. J.
Cheney & Co., doing business In the
City of Toledo, County and States
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
- FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed
In my presence, this 6th day of DeD., 1886.
cember,
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal.)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally and acts directly on the blood and
mucoua surfaces of the system. Send
for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO.,
Toledo, 0.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's1 Family Pills for

OUR STOCK OF TIN WARE IS COMPLETE
Our Stock of Furniture is large and you are invited
to iook it over and examine our prices.
Handsome Recep- - (K 00

tion

On

State

Fancy Imported China, Glassware
Special Prices on Blue Diamond Granite Ware

f

"

CHARLES WAONER FURNITURE

We have just received a nice line of pretty dishes
and are selling them at a special price. Fancy Cups
and Saucers goes at 10 and 15 cents. Pitchers,
Plates, etc. will go at equally as low prices.

We are exclusive

The New Mexican Printing company
and
has ready and for sale
correct compilations of the territorial
incorporation laws, price 7 Scents; ol
(the territorial , road laws, pprlce 50
)
cents, and of the territorial mining
laws, price 5JL cents per copy. These
can be purchased by applying In per
son or by mall at the office. or tne
company.
i

The seals and record books for

taries public

no-

sale by the New
Mexican Printing company at very
reasonable rates. Seals for incorporated companies are also handled. Call
at or address the New Mexican Printing company, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

,

for

CELS0 ORTIZ

Call up

W

look's Pharmacy.. Phont 213

salr--

ajrHtts

fait-

following celebrated lines of

1)

goods:

Plata,

Monarch Malleable

The New Mexican Printing company has prepared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of justices of the peace. They are especially ruled,
with printed headings, in
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and durably bound with leather back and
covers and canvas sideL;, have full
index in front and the fees of justices
of the peace and constables printed
in full on the first page.
The pages
are 10
Inches. These books are
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
separate of 32 pages each or with
both civil and criminal bound In one
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
Civil or Criminal
$2.76
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
For 45 cents additional for a single
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
combination docket, they will be sent
by mall or prepaid express. Cash in
full must accompany order.
State
plainly whether English or Spanish
printed heading Is wanted.

Ilerewltn are some Bargains offered
the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
by

Code
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri
Pleadings, $G; the two for $10; Adaptof
ed to New Mexico Code, Laws
New Mexico, 1899, 1901 and 1903,
English and Spanish pamphlets $2.25;
Sheriffs Flexible
full leather, $3;
Cover Pocket Docket, single, $1.25;
two or more books, $1 each; New
Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos.
3 and 10 Inclusive $3.30 each; Compilation Corporation Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws, 50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico Reports, full
sheep, $6.50; full list school blanks.
The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor, every piece cf
work we turn out. Try our stock once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities fo rturnlng out
every class of work, including one of
the best binderies In the West.

Ranges,

Na-

tional Stove and Ranges, Peninsula Ranges.
WILSON HEATERS,

i

Studebaker and Old Hickory Whruiik, Moline and Avery & Sons Plows,
Harrows and Farm Implements. Union' Ixwk Poultry Netting, Sewell's
House, Floor, Barn, Roof and Carriage Paints; Johnson's Wood Dyes
and Finishes; Alabasline, Reynolds Roof Cement; Keen Kutter Shears

and Scissors; Case & Sons Knives; Hoston Woven Hose and Rubber
Co's. Hose and Nozzles; Chittenden & Eastman Furniture
and Baby
Cabs; Colorado Bedding Co's. Mattresses, Pads and Cots; Marshall.
Field & Co's. Pillows; Maxwell Shades;Dallas Saddles; Lisk anti-rus- t

tinware.

i

DON'T BE THE FELLOW
on

mm
A

the wrong end of the limb,

(let next to the old reliable house
for Hardware,

Har-

Furniture,

ness and Saddlery, Tools, ImplePaints.

ments,

Oils,

Glass,

PumpH, Pipe, Plumbing,

Wagons,

Covers, Tents. Camp Equipment.

I, y

car of wire and nails enroute

Xi

V.

X

and its money in your pocket to
see us. We are headquarters for
building material and carpenters'
tools, rooting, spouting and gutter
work.
WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

MM;

mini

r

I': S
PHONE NO. 83.

i

t

r

-

A

1

u'

1

"j
(TV

MAIL ORDERS SOLICITED

EVERYTHNIG IN HARDWARE.

Engraved cards de vlste and wel
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standing in need of such will do well to
call at this office and examine sam
ples, style of work and prices.

It is an admitted fact that real es
For anything and everything appertaining
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best resultsare call on the New Mexican Printing Company.
obtained by advertising in the New

to

Printiag or Binding

Mexican.
blanks both English and
for sale by the New Mexican
Printing company.
Legal
Spanish

hi

no.

n

I

THE IRELAND PHARMACY
NO 41,

Mat Soap

PHONE
NO

41

Notice our Window.
Try our prompt free delivery sytetn.

NIGHT CALLS ANSWERED.
I

for

Preserving
are now the
lowest

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
n

The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

of

season.
Give us your

Also have all
kinds of other

n?

H.S. KAUriE&GO.
26.

the Southwest

A. M BERGERE,

Manager for New Mexico,

Catron Hock,

Santa Fa, N.

M.

or-

der for a crate
or more

ly

Company

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,

of the

ft

PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

PHONE

Blackberries

HACK AND TRANSFER LINE

Hack

h-

MISS. A. MUGLER
Southeast Corner

Few
Pointer!

A

Millinery

in price.
Santa Fe

If you are thrifty,

in Summer

Such as Flowers, Veils.
Baby Bonnet?, Chip and
other Summer Braid Hats,
all will no wbe sold down

Mexico:

Habit

Drive

PAGE FIVE

Tall

For anything and everything appertaining
on the New Mexican Printing Company.

to

rintimg cr Biudin

r The
Valley Ranch.

The most beautiful location on the most beautiful
river (ThePeccs)in New Mexico. Weather warm, dry and
delightful. Can accommodate a limited number of guests.

Out of Doors Life
Horse back riding and driving, hunting, and camping.
big ranch in full operation.

FISHING SEASON OPENS MAY

A

15.

Address The Valley Ranch.
,

VALLEY RANCH, NEW MEXICO.
4
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12 86
10 40
8 69

pm
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138pm
03 pm
29 pm
06 pm
15

1
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10 40 am
10 02 pm
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Entering and Leaving Santa Fe Com-plieAccording to Schedule
of Trains Now In Effect

Made Many Santa

d

SANTA FE CENTRAL.
No 1. Southbound leaves Santa Fe
12:50 p. m.
No. 2.Northbound
6:25 p. m.

HAPPY RESULTS.

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

TIME TABLEALL LINES.

arrives Santa eF

DENVER & RIO GRANDE.
Santa
No. 426 Eastbound leaves
10:45 a. ni.
No. 425 Westbound arrives Santa
Fe 3:40
in.

Palace.
M, A. Poupart, Albuquerque; Alexia
nuKiint Pnurloa- - f! V. nhamnlnn. AI- Jn0- nr. nnd Mrs. Phil Hoffman
h
at t mils Mr and Mrs. 13. b. Learner.
Kansas City; J. F. Walker, Madrid; C.
S. Brown, Denver.
Claire.
A. W. Brown, New York City; V. W.
Moore, Tucumcarl; W. E. Scripture,
Jr., Rome, New York; J. T. Bonner,
Albuquerque; L. K. McGaffey, Roswell;
P. H. Knowlton, Denver; .W. A. Eld
ridge, Denver; Mrs. M. Fonville, Las
Vegas; Mrs. E. Peacher, Albuquerque;
Ct, E. Fenton, Albuquerque; Delia J,
Slaler, Emporia, Kansas; O. C. An
ders, Kansas City; W. F. Tallant, Por
tales; Jesse G. Northred, Trinidad.'
Normandie.
G. F. Helm and wife, Espanola; W
B. Harmes, Morlarty; Gregorlo Grlego,
Penasco: Georee C. Smith. Denver:
Lewis Harris, Monte Vista; R. S.
Ion, Morlarty ; S. Miller, Newkirk, Ok- lahoma.
Coronado.
Dr. Moore and daughter, Stanley; F.
Fresces, Taos; N. R. Zook, Antonito,
Colorado.
-

-

Fe

FRATERNAL

Residents

13, 1908

SOCIETIES

En-

MASONIC.
No wonder scores of Santa Fe citi
zens grow enthusiastic. It is enough to
Montezuma Lodge No
make anyone happy to find relief aftei
1, A. F. & A. M. Regof suffering. Public statements
ular communication
like the following are but truthful repfirst Monday of each
resentations of the daily work done
month at Masonic
In Santa Fe by Doan's Kidney Pills.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
N. L. KINQ,
Pasquale Yannl, living on College
St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "Some four
Worthy Master.
years ago I gave a testimonial touch- ALAN R. M'CORD, Secretary.
ing on the merits of Doan's Kidney
Pills. I then stated that this remedj
Sant:. Fe Chapter No. 1
R. A. M. Regular conprocured at Ireland's Pharmacy haa
vocation second Monday
positively relieved me of pain In the
of each month at Ma
back, which had troubled me for some
time. My trouble was aggravated by
sonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ. H. P.
sitting at the bench and being in a
stooped position, and on some occas- ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
ions I was In misery. The claims made
Santa Fe Comraandary
by Doan'B Kidney Pills were positive- No. 1, K. T. Regular
carried out In my case, for not on
did they give strength to the kid
conclave fourth MonthuB freoin me from the 'back.
day In each month at
ache, but they effected a cure that has Masonic Hall at 7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER. H. C.
been permanent up to this time."
For sa' W H dealers. Price 50 H. F. SEPHENS. Recorder.
cents. Foster-MllburCo., Buffalo,
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Now York, sole agents for the United
14th degree, Ancient
and Accepted
btates
Remember the name Doan's and Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
take no other,
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza,
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cor
dially invited to attend.
CHAS. A. WHEELON, 32,
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 14,

thusiastic.

SANTA GB
TCHISON, TOPEKA
Branch.
Lamy
Arrive at Santo Fe Station.
11:10 a. la.
No. 721
6:50 p. m.
No. 723
10:55 p. m.
No. 725
J. P. LYNG.
Depart From 8anta Fe 8tatlon.
CITY FREIGHT AND PASSENGER AGENT.
8:25 a. m.
No. 720
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
7:40 p. m
No. 724
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and
west, at
, east and No. 3, limited,
Lamy.
No. 722 connecta with No. 1, west,
at Lamy.
No. 7 carries El Paso sleeper.
How to Avoid ADDendlclties.
No. 724 connects with Nos. 7 ana 9.
victims of appendicitis are
Most
8
east4
Nos.
and
westbound, and
those who are habitually constipated.
bound.
Foley's Orlno Laxative cures enronic
constipation by stimulating the liver
Mcln Line Via Lar.iy.
No. 7 will Btop at all stations. Lamy and bowels and restores the natural
to Albuquerque to discharge passen- action of the bowels. Fr'ey's Orlno
Lfixatlve does not nauseate or gripe
gers from Santa Fe.
Secretary
No. 721 leaves Lamy at 10:10 a. m., nnd is mild and pleasant to 'alio. Reend will not wait for No. 2 from the fuse substitutes. Sold at The Ii eland's
For fall merchants meeting at ChicaB. P. O. E.
vest at Lamy, waiting only for No. 10 Phnrmncy.
go, Kansas City, Omaha, St. Joe and
from the south, and No. 3 from the
St. Louis very low rates are given on
Santa Fa Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
east.
CATHOLIC LAWS
certificate plan. Dates of sale, August holds its regular session on the secARE MODIFIED 15 to 23, Inclusive. National Rifle As- ond and fourth Wednesdays of each
Chronic Diarrhoea Relieved.
Annual Tournament,
month. Visiting brothers are Invited
Mr. Edward E. Henry,
with . the
sociation of America, La Came,
end welcome.
United States Express Co., Chicago, Changes to Go Into Effect on NovemCalifornia, August 10th,
T. P. GABLE,
iffll'v writes, ",0r General Superintendent, ber 3, This Year America Reduced
STATIONS.
&lY Sii-uSSeptember 1, 1908.
Exalted Ruler
to the Canon Law.
Mr. Quick, handed me a bottle of
$G0.90, Santa Fe to La Carne and
J. D. SENA,
DiChamberlain's
Cholera
and
Colic,
6 20 p, ni,
49
return. On sale August 5th to 31st,
N M. Arr,
o
3
I.V. Pes Molli,
On
10 oo a. m.
November
of
order
this
Secretary.
m.
15
6
arrhoea Remedy some time ago to
year by
45
p.
Lv
4
1908. Final return limit September 3rd,
10 12 a. in,
Humaloo,
4 55 p. in.
38
new
of
its
Pius
the
X,
"
diPope
on
an
check
old
chronic
author,
11
attack
the
Dedman
10 36 a, m.
4 35 p. ill.
32
1908.
" Oapulln
16
10 60 a. m.
. .
.
VIA!
4 25 p. 111. arrhoea. I have used It since that time IUMiJIWI IK VUlinillUHUll
, .
,
IUC 1VU1UUU
29
" VlKll
.,
20
11 06 a. m
3 55 p. m.
24
will
effect
into
go
Curia,
and
on
cured
our
26
throughout
trains who
,
11 20 a. m.
many
3 30 p. in.
Thompson
18
31
11 46 a. m.
Cunningham
2 55 p. in. have been sick. I am an old soldier ,al1 landss where the Roman Catholic
7
42
1908.
Clifton House Junction
12 20 p. m.
m.
2
30
p.
Iwhn sprvnd with Rutherford R Hnvoe church has a. foothold.
Air.
0
12 45 p. ID.
12 25 p. ni
RATON N M.
.q
to
Mountalnair
and return, via.
Lv
$8.65
3 30 p. m.
To Americans special interest lies
12 05 p. m.iand William
7
"
four years in
Lv.
McKlnley
42
Clifton House Junction
and
Santa Fe rail3 60 p. m.
111.
811
40
Atchison,
a.
Topeka
13
49
and who have 'in the fact that the United States, Can- S4 15 p. m,
Preston
11 06 a' m. the 23rd Ohio Regiment,
23
to 25th in13th
On
sale
August
way.
58
Koehler
'
4 45 p III.
11 16 a. m. no ailment
20
chronic diarrhoea, a(la. England, Scotland, Ireland, Hoi- - clusive.
except
51!
4 66 p. in.Koehler Jnct.
return
limit
Final
JlO 15 a. m.
August 26.
33
land and the diocese of Luxemburg,
68
Colfax
5 60 p. 111.
9 43 a . m. which this remedy stops at once." For
41
Grand
National
Army
Encampment
77
6 16 p. in.
Oerrososo
SUMMER TOURIST RATES.
9 25 a. ni. sale by all
hitherto known as missionary counLv
druggists,
47
An6 35 P. HI.
nn
of the Republic, Toledo, Ohio,
7 50 a. ni.
N. M.
CIMARRON
w
Arr
To Kansas City, St Louis, Chicago
from
are
taken
the
7 08 p. m.
Lv.
tries,
congregation
m.
40
a.
7
50
Lv
N. M,
Sli
August 31 to SeptemNash
7 25 a. m. (Small
i. 10 p.m.
and other eastern points and return,
53
Holding Claim No. 354 (0828.) for the propagation of the faith, or pro89
Harlan
7. 28 p. m.
7 00 a. in.
ber 5, 1908.
59
June 1st to September 30th, 1908. To
94
7. 45 p. m.
I'te Park
Notice For Publication.
paganda and reduced to the common
$58.60 to Toledo and return via. the Kansas
canon law, against which Martin
or
City and return $11.55; to St.
of
the
Department
Interior.
N.
in Dawson,
and Santa Fe rail- Louis and return
Atchison,
Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 124 arriving
United States Land Office.
,
$44.35; to Chicago
- Topeka
utwx,.
ciwu wwiwi vaus.ru i in,
nnnf 07 OO
nA OA
return
and
On sale dally June
M., 6:15 p. m.
$50.35.
N
M.,
4
1st to September 30th Inclusive. Final
rea- of course, with politic
t Connects with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train No. 123 leaving Dawson,
Notice is hereby given that the
U
be
'
i
return limit October 31st.
9:55 a. m.
. .
lowing-nameclaimant has filed notice sons.
nAtft1l
10n9
lM
N. M.
at
Preston,
6
trains
N.
meets
'
I
van
for
M.,
te
SUMMER TOURIST RATES
a
deal
of
and
There
Houten,
of
to
his
Intention
make
final
Stage
great
in
mystery
,
proof
as follows.
To Denver,
C. & S. Passenger trains arrive and depart from Des Moines
Colorado Springs and
support of his claim under sections 16 speculation upon this provision of the
Weak women should read my "Book
SOUTH BOUND.
NORTH BOUND
Colorado.
Pueblo,
and 17 of the act of March 3, 1891 (26 new constitution, which comes with a No
4. for Women." It tells of Dr.
No. 8, 9:27 a. m.
To
No. 1, 6:08 a. m.
Denver
aH-oand
codification
canon
of
return
law
as
under
$21.10.
the
amended
the
f
Stats., 854),
by
Snoop's Night Cure. Tells how these
No. 2, 7:05 p. m.
17nl.l...n.r 01 10AO SOT Ofntr, ."A
To Colorado Springs and return
nf DnilS nillr, V
No. 7, 8:12 p. m.
fllrQlinn
with C.
-.- 111
M
V,nt
,- Track connection with A. T. & S. F. Ry. at Raton and Preston,
KP,. KI Thfl nlaolhnn hoe l oAnn.J.nAn mJUHHIlg, Ilcilllllg, HULiaepLli; Dumjuai' $18,15. v
&
Cimarron
and
N.
M.,
W
at
Colfax,
P
To Pueblo and return $16.35.
& S. at Des Moines, E.
AS
ShooS'
if
register or receiver at Santa Fe, X.- with its well established policy kept
book
free Address
vlnillflt Pnthnllf niihllMtlnnc
On sale
M
n QnntomW Oith
In thla
1Q03
June 1st to Septem
Northwestern Ry. at Cimarron, N. M.
Wis.
For sale by The Ireland ber 30th. daily
ocate,
Mexico,
New
in
Racine,
Final return limit October
Mariano Roybal, for Nicolas Jimines, country and elsewhere are making no
Cimarron, N. M., is depot for the following points
31st.
of Santa Fe, N. M., for the lots In sec- - comments whatever upon the new con- - Pharmacy.
Stop overs at and north- - of
Rayado, Aurora and Red Lakes.
Pueblo in both directions.
Ute Park, N. M., is depot for following points in New Mexico. Arroyo ll,it. Q nnJ 11 nPwfV.lrt 1 O XT T 1A fitl'f lltlrtn
Lobo, TO
v
Ellzabethtown,
Cerro.
Raiwv Riar.k Laus.
xt,F..v.u.v,u
Seaside excursions to Los Angeles,
flI At
rob Iflb mill
.. .
n. 9IJ
M
LJ,
lllllUUU I
H
"HI nfPantl. veil mtlHn
l,,
,
,
,
muiiuo
4.V.T .
i
ruuiicauun.
rgr
San
Ques'ta, Ranches de Taos, Red River City, Taos and Twining.
.1.
Diego, San Francisco, Cal., also
.
.
.
tie names me iouowing wmiesstj.-- lo I'cupio in mis vuuuiry uiuiih ana is
other
points on the coast.
GORMAN,
unci
uia
ttuiuai
uuiiiuuiuus
iiuvv
vuai
unuuuai
ui
A.
W.
utivnar
qucaiiuti
imjjui
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
J, van HOUTEN;
E. J, DEDMAN,
To
Los
If
ance
Angeles or San Diego and
nait indicates change of any
possesslon of said tract for twenty
6, 1908. return
July
V. Pres. and 6en Mgr. Gen- - Pass. Agt
$41.90.
of
F1
next
the.
tur.
1
the
7
suryey
years
preceding
Superintendent
Notice Is hereby given that Marcos
To San Francisco, Calif., and return
RATON, N- - M. township, viz:
RATON. N. M
n. m
mmam
of Galisteo, N. M., who, on
i
i
Analla,
ill viif
$50.
Granulated
Sore
Darlo
Cured.
Eyes
Roybal,
Santiago Martinez,
Tickets on salo each Tuesday,
"For twenty years I suffered from June 22nd, 1903, made Homestead ApMasimlano Sals, Noberto Roybal, all of
,
n hfld nnsm nt
lcwtti
uiui,;
i""
nv
and Saturdays until Septem
roni,1atAH
Thursday
M,
N.
OSanta Fe,
XTTT11
T11
VT31
OIM
ou.d
J XT1 K
ber inclusive. Final return limit NoLZ
Z,
Any person who desires to protest says Martin Boyd of Henrietta, Ky.lt"'
Liberal
vember 30th, 1908.
stop
9D"U"
against the allowance of said proof or "In February, 1903, a gentleman asked
P Z
overs for side rides to Grand Canyon
who knows of any substantial reason me to try Chamberlain's Salve. I
Petrified forests, also at pleasure at
unuer thelaws and regulations of the .bought one box and used about two- ' "
and west of Barstow, California.
.u"..
Interior Department why such proof thirds of It and my eyes have
the land above described, before Reg
RATES TO ST. PAUL.
This!
should not be allowed will be given an given me any trouble since."
ister or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., Ancient Arable Order Nobles of
salve Is for sale by all drusrerlsta.
onnnrtnnltv at the
Mys
on the 24th day of August, 1908.
'
tic Shrine Meet In 8t. Paul,
time and place to cross examine the J
Claimant names as witnesses: Juan
July 13, 1908.
wiLiiesauB ui Bitiu ciaimuiit aim iu ui- - ASKS MOUNTED POLICE
Madrll, Juan Ortega, Jose Allre and
From
Fe to St. Paul and re
Santa
fer evidence In rebuttal of that sub
TO LOCATE HER FATHER Simon Gonzales, all of Galisteo, N. M,
turn $52.95. On sale dally June 1st
11:10 ft. M.
mitted by claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
to September 30th, final return limit
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Mrs. M. Louise Warnlck, 585 South
Register, October Slst, 1908.
El
Be
Register, Park avenue, Chicago, has written to
O. H. DONART,
I
A Boon to Elderly People.
Captain Fred Fornoff of the territorial
Agent
Served as coffee, the new coffee mounted Dollce. asklnK Information reMost elderly people have some kid
substitute known to grocer's every- - garding the wheerabouts of her father, ney or bladder disorder that is both
Subscribe for the New Mexican.
where as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, a
McDermott. who is well known
and dangerous.
Foley's Kidwill trick even a coffee expert. Not ln Valencia county. She has not heard painful
ney Remedy has proven a boon to
a grain or real coir-ee
in it eitner. from hlm slnce sometlme
in April, many elderly people as it stimulates
The Trip to El Paso is a quick pleasant jouaney via
Pure, healthful toasted grains, malt, wnen i,e. wrote to her from Bp1fn.
the urinary organs, corrects Irregulari
the S. P. C. and E. P. & S. W. Take advantage of
nuts, etc. have been so cleverly blend-Mr. McDermott has reslflpd in New ties and tones up the whole system.
"
ed as to give a wonderful satisfying Mexico during the past ten years
Commence
this splendid service the first time you have occas-sio- n
taking Foley's Kidney
taste and flavor, And it Is lng whlcn- time he has been prospect.
at once and be vigorous. Sold
Remedy
to go El Paso.
maae in a minute, too. ino leaious lng at Carpenter and Magdalena. If at
the Ireland's Pharmacy.
zu or du minutes Domng.
oia Dy nnv nfirson knows of his whereabonts
RV,
Co.
Cartwrlght-Davl- s
STILES,
his anxious daughter would appreciate TO AND FROM ROSY ELL.
General Passenger Agent.
any Information that would lead to !o
Connection made with Automobile
(Homestead Application N. 7579.)
cate him.
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally,
El Paso, Texas,
Notice For Publication.
Automobile leaves Torrance for R6 of
the
Interior,
Department
Cured Hay Fever and Summer Cold. well at 4 a. m., and arrives at Roswell
U. S. Land Office, Santa Fe, N. M.
A. S. Nusbaum, Bates vllle, Indiana, at 12, noon. Automobila leaves RosJuly 7th, 1908. writes: "Last year I suffered for three well for Torrance at 1 p. m.; and arNotice Is hereby given that Ramon months, with a summer cold so dls
rives at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare
Jimenez, of Santa Fe, N. M., who, on tresslng that it interfered, wltn my between Santa Fe and Torrance Is
uly 22nd, 1903, made Homestead Ap- business. I had many of the symp $5.80 and between Torrance and Rosplication No. 7579 (Serial No. 0516.) toms of hay fever, and a doctor's prewell, $10.00. Reserve seats on automoPerfect Fitting "Elastic" Book-cue- s
for lot 6 A, Lot 6 B, Lots 10, 11 and 9,
did not reach my case, and bile by wire. J. W. Stockari, managscription
SW1-4,
SW1-section 31, township 18 I took several medicines whicn seem
are the only ones which succeisfully
er Automobile Line.
N., Range 10 E., N. M. P. meridian, ed
adapt themselves to the conditions of
only to aggravate It. Fortunately
has filed notice of intention to' make I Insisted upon having
the modern home.
Foley's Honey
Subscribe for the Dally New
r
Snal
proof, to establish claim and Tar. It quickly cured me. My
1 nere may oe certain iimiiKiium as iu ruum,
and get the news.
to the land above described, before wife has since used
but whatever space is available can be utilized
Foley's Honey
at
N.
or
Santa
Receiver,
Fe,
j Register
and Tar with the same success." Sold
and beautified by an artistic arrangement of these oases, the only
M., on the 24th day of August, 1908.
at
25
book-casthe Ireland's Pharmacy.
34
inch
and
e
in
made
two lengths,
kind of sectional
Claimant names as witnesses: Calle-tanand
Ideal.
Standard
distinct
and
in
three
Colonial,
types
lengths,
Moya, Secundlno Grlego, Tlmoteo
Our catalogue illustrates In colon eight different finishes of quar
The New Mexican Printing comGrlego and Martin Acuna, all of Santa
has on hand a large, supply of
M.
tered oak and mahogany.
N.
pany
Fe,
tablets suitable for school
MANUEL
and
R.
OTERO,
pads
We will call and measure any space
the
desk, and also for lawyers
Register, work,
The Mining Camp of Colorado, Utah and Nevada; to Denver
lie exact
and merchants; good everywhere. We
,
Colorado Springs and Pueblo is Via the
cost in any finish you may select.
will sell them at 6 cents ln book form.

Tickets to all parts of the world. Pullman berths reserved. Exclusive
and literature of the various
agency for all ocean steamship lines. Booklets
to travelers,
railroad and steamship lines, containing valuable Information
free upon application.
Fast freight service to and from all Eastern and Western markets.
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TAKE THE GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
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Attention, Asthma Sufferers
Foley's Honey and Tar will give immediate relief to asthma sufferers and
has cured many cases that had refused
to yield to other treatment. Foley's
Honey and Tar is the best remedy for
coughs, colds and all throat and lung
trouble. Contains no harmful drugs.
Sold at the Ireland's pharmacy.
1

Denver & Rio Grande Railway
Through the fertile San Luis valley, 'Also to the San
Juan country of Colorado.
Por information as , to rates, train service, descriptive
literature, etc., call on or address F. H.
T. A.
Beaver, Cole.

S. K. HOOPIR, 8. P,

MetRIDE,

tatta

Ant

Fe, N. M.

"
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t

o

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico,
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

j

The
Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Belen is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the
leadjunction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe System
ing East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston
and points East to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso
and Old Mexico.
1,000 business and residence lots, also 25x145 feet laid

streets, with alleys 20 feet
wide, with beautiful lake and public park and grand old
out with broad 80 and
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70-fo- ot

shade trees; public school house, costing $16,000; churches; large mercantile establishments; the Belen Patent
Boiler Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery; three
hotels, Commercial Club; a population of 1,500 people;
several restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point

WM. M. BERGER,

MAIL

EXPRESS,

AND

EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded
(many of them improved by cultivation) ; no sand or grav"

el.

We need a

first-clas-

bakery, tailor shop, shoe house,

s

jeweler, plumbing shop, planing mill, coal and wood yard,
modern
drug store, harness shop, etc.; also a
first-cla-

ss

hotel.
Our prices of lots are low and terms on easy payments;

title perfect; warranty deeds.

One-thir-

purchase money,
on
remain
note, with mortgage as
may
for
one
security,
year, with 8 per cent interest thereon.

cash.

Two-thir-

d

ds

Apply at once for map and prices if you wish to secure
the choicest lots.

JOHN BECKER, President.

in the near future cannot be estimated.

LIMITED

FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,

T0VIS.TE

BELEJ1

for wood, flour, wheat, wine, beans and hay in Central New
Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city

ALL FAST

Secretary.

The Bdea Towa aad Improvement Company
STANDING OF THE TEAMS.

Under Increased Percentage New MexNational League.
ico Will Receive a Much Larger
3!)
CI
Pittsburg
Amount From This Source.
40
59
New York
42
5S
Chicago
The sum of $40,000 will be at the dis44
53
for Philadelphia
posal of the next legislature
52
CI
Cincinnati
counin
the
schools and public roads
r
50
40
Boston
ties where national forests are situat60
38
Brooklyn
ed. Chief Forester Gifford Pinchott has
fifi
33
.
Louis
St.
announced that of the twenty-fiv- e
per
cent due the territory from grazing
American League.
fees under the new apportionment that
39
02
Detroit
New Mexico's share will be $25,000,
42
CI
St. Louis
which sum has been placed to the
45
58
Cleveland
credit of the territory. With the previ45
58
Chicago
ous receipts from this course, amount54
49
Boston

ing to

$15,000

At Minneapolis
3;
Minneapolis
Louisville 5.
At Kansas City first game Kansas
City 3; Toleda 4; second game s Kansas City 7; Toledo 6.

BASE BALL SCORES

FOREST RECEIPTS
TOTAL $40,000

the total amount that

53

.R10

.590
.580
.540
.495
.457
.38 7
.333

.014
.592

.503
.503
.476
.470
.390

47
will be divided between the schools Philadelphia
61
39
Washington
coland roads where this money was
68
.327
33
New York
lected will total $40,000.
Up until a few months ago the terWestern League.
ritory received but ten per cent of the Omaha
42
.608
65
grazing fees collected by the govern63
47
.573
ment and the amounts received from Sioux City
....58 51 .532
this source were not so large, but since Lincoln
56
56
.500
the new law was passed giving twenty-fiv- Denver
60
47
Pueblo
.439
cent
of
fees
the
per
collected, the
71
.349
37
amounts to be received by the various Des Moines
counties affected In New Mexico will
National League.
be a big boost for the schools and public roads.
R. H. E.
At New York
5 9 0
Brooklyn
1 9 2
New York
Diarrheoa Cured.
Batteries: Rucker and Bergen.; Cran-dal"My father for years has been
troubled with diarrhoea, and tried evMalarky and Bresnahan.
At Philadelphia, first game R. H. E.
ery means possible to effect a cure,
3 7 1
without avail," writes John H. Zirkle, Boston
7 2
of Philippi, W. Va. "He saw Chamber- Philadelphia
lain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Batteries: Fergusson and Graham;
Remedy advertised in the Philippi' Re- Foxen and Dooln.
R. H. E.
Second game
publican and decided to try it. The
result is one bottle cured me and he Boston
2 6 3
5 10
1
has not suffered with the disease for Philadelphia
eighteen months. Before taking this Batteries: Lindaman and Bower-man- ;
remedy he was a constant sufferer. He
Mcuillen and Dooin.
is now sound and well, and although
At Pittsburg
R.H.E.
sixty years old, can do as much work Pittsburg
0 4 2
as a young man." Sold by all
3 8 0
Chicago
Batteries: Leveer, Williams and
Phelpps; Brown and Kling.
URGES LARGE ATTENDANCE
AT IRRIGATION CONGRESS
American League.
At Cleveland
R. H. E.
Governor George Curry has address4 11 4
Cleveland
ed the commercial organizations in ev3
0 1
ery town and city in New Mexico ask- Philadelphia
Liebharcrt and
Batteries:
Bemis;
in making New
ing their
(Twelve
Mexico's attendance at the Sixteenth Dygert, Vickers and Powers.
National Irrigation Congress and In- innings.)
ternational Exhibit as large as posWestern League.
sible. The governor in the letter that
At
Omaha
R. H. E.
he has mailed asks members of com1
mercial clubs and boards of trade to Omaha
2 7 1
be represented at the Congress, be- Lincoln
Batteries: Sanders and Gondlng;
sides the delegates that each organization Is entitled to seat at the Congress. Bonno and Zinran.
At Pueblo
R. H. E.
4 9 1
No one is Immune from kidney Des Moines
...... 6 13 2
trouble, so just remember that Foley's Pueblo
Batteries: Bomar and
Kidney Remedy will stop the
Weigert;
laritles and cure any case of
Honska, Galgano and Mitz.
At Denver
R. H. E.
or bladder trouble that Is not beyond
the reach of medicine. Sold at the Denver
3.6 1
Sioux City
Ireland's Pharmacy.
0 3 3
. ...
e

l,

.2

.49

Batteries: Jackson' and
Freeman, Starr and Henry.

Zalusky;
Engraved cards de vlste and wedAmerican Association.
ding invitations a specialty at the New
Mexican Printing office. An one standAt Milwaukee1 Milwaukee 0;' Colum;
ing In need of such will do well to bus 3.
call at this office and examine samAt St. Paul St. Paul 12; Indianapolis 8.
ples, style of work and prices.

WAHTS

A A WTCft
A frrrA nswtV
When the Stomach, Heart or KidPUaJ
rrr.
l
i
gUUU "OWU. VTWLFU tt O.CJ
ney nerves get weak, then these or- and good home. Apply at this office.
gans always fall. Don't drug the Stomach, nor stimulate the Heart or KidFOR RENT Furnished rooms,
neys. That is simply a make-shifand light housekeeping.
F.
Get a prescription known to druggists
Restoraeverywhere as Dr. Shoop's
tive. The Restorative is prepared exWANTED Position by competent
pressly for these weak inside nerves. stenographer and bookkeeper.
ReferStrengthen these nerves, build them ences furnished. Address "J" this
up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative tab'
lets or liquid and see how quickly
help will come. Sold by The Ireland
FOR SALE A ruling machine in
Pharmacy.
good condition; will be sold cheap. Ap-l-y
to the New Mexican Printing
CAPITALISTS INSPECT
Company.

Wells Fargo & Company
Express
General Express Forwarders

ROUTE FOR EASTERN

steam
FOR SALE A second-hanboiler in good condition. It will be
Colonel W. S. Hopewell and Party
disposed of at very low price. Apply
Take Automobile Trip Over '
to the New Mexican Printing
Proposed Line.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug., 13. Colonel W. S. Hopewell and party of Eastern capitalists, who were here this
week on business connected with the
early construction of the Albuquerque
Eastern Railway, spent Monday and
Tuesday inspecting the survey for the
proposed line through Tijeras canyon.
They made the trip In automobiles and
ascended to the top of the mountain
pass.
A. L. Richmond, of the Metropolitan
National Bank of Pittsburg, who is interested in the reorganization of the
Santa Fe Central and Albuquerque
Eastern roads and who was one of the
auto party, after the trip stated that
he was favorably impressed with the
Albuquerque Eastern proposition. He
said it looked to him like the most
profitable part of the merged Central
and Eastern. He said that the Tijeras
canyon route was a very heavy grade
and meant the expenditure of a million
dollars in construction, but would undoubtedly make the rest of the Central
Mr. Richardson said that the
pay.
Hagan branch would be built immediately. The branch will be nineteen
miles long and will be completed within four months. The construction of
the Eastern into Albuquerque will

I drlo
nil and

Commercial Club.

Lyon
for
left on the eastbonnd Limited
Pitsburg, while A. L. Richmond and
J. E. Lybrand, accompanied by Robt.
Law, president of the Santa Fe Central, and Colonel Hopewell, left this
morning for Santa Fe, from where
Messrs. Richmond and Lybrand will

return East.

UI .LUC Tf UilQ-

-

Save Money

Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Fargo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS.
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
and all Foreign Countries.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

d

J. D. BARNES. Aacnt

LEGAL BLANKS.

U. 8. MAIL AND PASSENGER ROUTE.
Service Established Jan. 10, 1906.
Passengers over 30 hours between
Agents for the Buick, Pope Toledo, these points over any other route.
and Kissel Automobiles.
Full equipment of modern' Cars io
Shortest route between Roswell and service securing comfort to passenMining Blank.
sheet. the Pecos Valley to El Paso and Santa gers. Courteous and expert ChaufAmended Location Notice,
Fe and all points in the Estancia Val- feurs in charge of every Car. Seats
sheet.
of
Publisher,
Agreement
and western New Mexico.
ley
reserved on Auto by applying to
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
Automobiles
at
Roswell
leave
Agent of El Paso & Southwestern Ky,
dally
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
1:00 P. M. connecting with trains for or to Roswell Auto Co., Roswell, New
sbtet.
Placer Mining Location,
El Paso and all points on Rock Island Mexico.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
Railway
Eaggage' allowance 50 lbs. Any
sheet.
Leave Torrance at 6:00 A. M. arriv- amount of Baggage can be carrier
sheet.
Mining Deed,
ing at Roswell at 11:00 A. M. Saving by notifying Company at Roswell.
sheet.
Mining Lease,
sheet.
Coal Declatory Statement,
J. W. STOCKARD, iWanafler.
Coal Declaratory Statement with
Power of an Attorney,
Kept in Stock and for Sale by the
Santa Fe New Mexican Conform
ing to the Laws of New Mexico.

1-- 2

4

1-- 2

2

1-- 4

'

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

2

Non-miner-

Affidavit and Corroborating Non-misheet
eral Affidavit,
sheet.
Notice of Righ to Water,
Forfeiture or Publishing Out of No'
sheet.
tice,
Affidavit of Assessment, 2 sheet.
Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale Animals Bearing Vensheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
'Bill of Sale in Books of 25 Blanks, 40
cents per book.
Bill of Sale Animals not Bearing
eVndor's Recorded Brand, 4 sheet.
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
Bill of Sale,
sheet.
Authority to Gather. Drive and Han
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Record
ed Brand,
sheet.
Authority to Gather. Drive and Han
dle Animals Not Bearing Owner's Rec
orded Brand,
sheet
Certificate of Brand, 4 sheet.
Justice of the Peace Blank.
sheet
Appeal Bonds,
Appeal Bonds, Criminal, 2 sheet.
sheet
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.)
Bond of Appearance. (District Court)
n

1-- 2

1-- 4

Rubber Stamps

4

1--

1-- 4

WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE SAME THING
FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT
DEAL OF TIME.
BUSY PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER
STAMPS MORE NOW THAN EVER BEFORE BECAUSE THEY
SAVE TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS

4

Last night an informal reception
was tendered the Pittsburgers at the

.

TO

t.

2

1-- 2

1-- 2

1--

1-- 2

1--

The New Mexican Printing company has Drenared civil and criminal
dockets especially for the use of jus
tices of the peace, They are especialwith printed headings, in
ly ruled,
sheet
either Spanish or English, made of Justice Quarterly Report, 2 sheet
Bond to Keep the Peace, 2 sheet
good record paper, strongly and dur
sheet
ably bound with leather back ana
Complaint, Criminal,
covers and canvas sides, have full
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
Index in front and the fees of justices plaint, 2 sheet.
of the peace and constables printed
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Sum
In full on the first page.
The pages mons. 4 sheet
are 10
inches. These books are
Replevin Bond, 2 sheet.
Execution Forcible Entry and De
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
sheet
separate of 32 pages each, or with tainer,
both civil and criminal bound in one ' Replevin Writ 4 sheet
sheet.
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
Replevin Affidavit,
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
criminal. To Introduce them they are
offered at the following prices:
sheet
Civil or Criminal
sheet
...$2.75
Warrant,
4
sheet.
Combined Civil and Criminal .. 4.00
Commitment,
For 45 cents additional for a single
Attachment Affidavit, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
sheet.
combination docket, they will be sent
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons as Garnishee,
by mail or prepaid express. Cash in
State 4 sheet; :
full must accompany order.
sheet
Execution,
plainly whether English or 3panlsh
8ummons.
sheet,
printed heading is wantfl. "
Subpoena, 4 sheetv
J. P. Complaint, 4 sheet.
and
English
Legal blanks-rbo- th
sheet
Spanish for sale by the New Mex- Capias Complaint,
Search Warrant, 2 sheet
ican Printing company.
1-- 2

1-- 2

2

1--

1--

1-- 1

1--

PRICE-LIS- T
Stamp, not over

15c
Inches ong
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
One-lin- e
20c.
inches long
Stamp, over 2 2 and not over 3
Each
line
on
additional
stamp, 15c
t
Or.e-lin- e
25c.
Stamp, over 3 2 and not over 5 Inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
One-lin- e
35c.
Stamp, over 5 Inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
(Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.)
Borders of all shapes, under 3 Inches long way, 25c extra.
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
Where type used is over one-haInch inch in siz, we charge for one
line for each one-haInch or fraction.
One-lin- e

2

1-

,

2

........

.

lf

lf

1--

DATES, ETC.

1--

Becoming a mother should be a
source of joy, but the suffering
incident to the ordeal makes
its anticipation one of dread.
Mother's Friend is the only remedy which relieves women of
much of the oain of maternitv:
this hour, dreaded as woman's severest trial, is not only made less painful, but danger is avoided by its use. .Those who use this remedy are
no longer despondent or gloomy; nervousness, nausea and other distress
ing conditions are overcome,
and the system is prepared for
the coming event: "It is worth
its weight in gold," say many,
who have used it.
I
per bottle. Book of Tnlue to
u expaownt moiiiurs mailed Ire,
Tkt BridfUM RtfuUior Co. , Ailuta, Ga.
t.,00

TSYoY I

I I

4

TV
H

1-- 4

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

,

1-- 4

Local Dater

any town and date for
Dater
month, day and year in
Ledger
line
Dater
Regular
Definance Model Band Dater
Signature, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut
Pearl Check Protector
Fac-Smil-

STAMP

SELF-INKIN- G

1--

1-- 4
1-- 4

0

1.50

e

1--

1

.50

!2J2LLLL

10 cents; 2x3
35 cents; 3

4,

15
4,

cents; 2
50 cents;

FOR TYPE SPECIMENS

PADS.
25

4

2,

cents; 2 34x4
75 cents.

ADDHE8S

1--

1-- 2

1-- 4

JEW

PMflTlJJG

CO,

1--

1--

1-- 4

1--
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Postmaster, Lawyer and
Merchant Visits Capital on Legal
Business.

E. B. Seward,

BUTTERS!
I

From Page Five.)

COUNTRY ABOUT TRES
P1EDRAS PROSPEROUS

I

I

Train report: Santa Fe and Santa
Fe Central trains on time; Denver and
RIo Grande over three hours late.
Jose Valencia, employed
in the
butcher shop of Astler and Curtis on
lower San Francisco street, was the
victim of a moat painful accident this
morning, which resulted in the loss o
two fingers on his right hand. Whjle

I

VEGETABLES
We are pelting a lot of nlco homo
grown vegetables now. New cabbage,
cauliflower, string beans, beets, etc.
(Ireen chile Is now in good supply.

Er

ror making
quickly and perfectly.
delicious hot biscuits, hot

E. B. Seward,

postmaster, lawyer,
merchant and mayor of Tres Pledras,
spent Tuesday in the city on legal business for clients who desire to make
homestead entries on the Jemez Na-

tional Forest. Mr. Seward for many
running the sausage machine, Valencia years was a merchant of this city and
'got his hand entangled in the machine is well known.
To a reporter of the New Mexican,
'and before it could be stopped It had
Mr, Seward said that although Tres
'ground two of his fingers to a pulp.
Pledras has not grown, it containing
but a dozen voters, the surrounding
WEALTHY ITALIAN
We are supplying our trade with
country has gone ahead and Is In good
fine beef, pork, mutton and veal. We
SHOT TO DEATH shape. There Is not much doing in the
Bromide and Tusas mining district but
also have chipped neer, cooked corned
he
expects It will become lively once
r
New York
Victim of
beef, cooked tongue, minced ham and
more and that next year.
There is
"Black
Plot
Hand"
WritLetter
boiled ham as well as a variety of
plenty of low grade copper ore and
ten in Blood in His Pocket.
sausages.
traces of gold and silver and a great
New York, Aug. 13. Ambushed In a deal of money has been spent in dework and for machinery.
lonely spot, known as "murderous field" velopment
on Lincoln road In the F.latbush sec- This will go to the benefit of the man
A limited
supply of Las Cruces canttion of Brooklyn, late Inst night Pietro who will take up operations anew, but
iilonpes grown from Rocky ford seed
the real benefit to him is the develop
r
Barilla, a well known Italian
is coming In. These are exceptionally
ment and experience of those who
of this city was
attacked
fine melons, and the price is reasoncame
before him.
and killed by a number of men. Barilla
abi;;.
In the Headstone mining district the
is thought to have gone to the place
to. keep an appointment as a letter was King William Mining and Milling comfound on his person, seemingly written pany has a dozen men employed develexin blood. He rode to the scene on a oping its extensive properties and
We are still selling fine lemons at.
to make a big strike at an early
pects
and
carried a magazine rebicycle
"0 cents per dozen. The market has
date. This company has an immense
volver, which was nearly emptied by
advanced a great, deal, but we are
him in making a desperate defense. quantity of pay dirt which will bring
making an especially low price to
Persons nearby heard the shots and on forty and fifty 'cents per cubic foot.
move quantities.
This ore has been taken from a shaft
rushing to the scene, found several which is one hundred
feet deep. .1. B.
persons running. The slayers were evi- Gill is the
of
the mine and Is
manager
dently frightened away before they had an
careful
and
experienced
mining optime to rob their victim, if that was
erator. He is doing splendid work.
Chase and Sanborn's Orange Pekoe
their intention, as a large roll of bills
In the Headstone district there has
tea is the thing for Iced tea. It Is of
a gold watch were left. From letand
fine flavor and great strength.
been done more or less work for the
ters in the dead man's pock'et, it. seems
past twenty years. Work has been recertain that Barilla was the victim of sumed
in the H. H. S. B. mines in the
a "Black Hand" plot. Antonio Del Mar-to- ,
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
district and a dozen men were recenta cousin of Barilla, is being held
ly put to work doing development work
for investigation.
on the property. Copper ore predominates with traces of gold and silver.
LINCOLN DELEGATES
The farmers along Vallecitos and
FOR JUDGE MANN Tacha creeks are
prosperous and are
good crops. Most of them have
raising
Special to the New Mexican.
a few hogs, sheep and cattle, plenty of
Carrlzozo, N. M., Aug. 13. The fol- food and
vegetables for their own use
lowing are tiro delgates from Lincoln and wheat and cereals for export.
county to the Republican
territorial
AND
,
At. Petaca, Maxwell and Liectele, a
H. B. Hamilton, Francisconvention:
business is done in general merchgood
co Gonzales. Antonio Garcia, Manuel
andise and in buying sheep and wool.
Aragon and Robert Brady. The delega- At "Tusas, J. F. Chaves is
postmaster
tion is Instructed to vote for Judge E.
runs a hotel and general merchand
A. Mann as the Republican candidate
andise store. He is doing a good busifor delegate to Congress.
ness. At Tres Pledras Mr. Seward is
ALL KINDS OF PICTURES FRAMING
the postmaster and does the mercan
DELEGATE ANDREWS GETS
tile business and finds plenty to do. He
THREE FROM TORRANCE s 80
UDRO
OFFICE BUILDING. DAY 'PHONE 35
years old and his son Ijelps him
Residence, Lincol i Avenue. Night and Sundays. Telephone No. 142.
in the business.
Tres Pledras also
Special to the New Mexican.
a
boasts of a good hotel, although
Estancia, N. M., Aug. 13. At the Re- small town, managed by Mrs. McKin- publican county convention of Tor
Mr. Seward says the people are
ranee county held here yesterday the ley.
have nice
and prosperous,
happy
following .were elected delegates to the ranches and are living well. Fishing is
Republican territorial convention at
In the streams thereabouts.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Santa Fe on August 18th: Perfecto good
Mr. Seward returned to his comfort
Jaramlllo, Palma; Celestino Ortiz,
Screened Raton Lump
able home yesterday morning,
$4 50 per ton
W. M. McCoy, Mountainair; E.
"
"
Jttonero
5.25
P. Davis, Willard, and Francisco
"
"
Cerrillos "
Manzano.
6.00
understood that the delegation
It
is
Anthracite Coal all siaes () Sawed Word and Kindlirg
stands three for Delegate Andrews and
New Member of Armory Board of
All Kinds of Steam Coal.
Q
two for Judge Mann.
Smithing Ccal
Control.
Governor
George Curry has appoint
NEW PITCHER SIGNS
Near A. T., & 3. F. Depot
of
Phone No. 85, Office Garfield Avenue,
WITH SALMON GRAYS ed Lieutenant Charles Whitenian
Roswell, as a member of the Roswell
Th Salmon Grays baseball team has Armory Board, vice Lieutenant and
engaged a new pitcher in the person George E. Buffum resigned,
'of Edward C. Hartke, of Lincolnville, Another Delegate to Irrigation ConYou Can Add To Your Pile.
gress.
Kansas, formerly on tne rubber for the
Governor George Curry has appoint
Kansas
City Star's, one of the fastest
I
(amateur league teams in Kansas and ed E. L. Carpenter, of Dawson, Colfax
Missouri
county, as delegate in addition to the
Dr Diaz Sanitarium Inc. I The
game next Sunday will be an delegates already appointed, to repre.interesting one as the Estancia team sent New Mexico at the Sixteenth Na
has
been , strengthened
and will tional Irrigation Congress and Inter- come here with blood In its eyes. natioal Exposition at Albuquerque, on
,Two professional
players will be September 29 to October 3, Inclusive.
Notaries Public Appointed.
among the Estancia bunch. For this
reason it is believed that the game
The following notaries public have
$16 and up per week.
be one of the best cf the sea been appointod by Governor George
, will
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breads, cake and pastry
there is no substitute for

FRESH MEATS

mm nam

Hotel-Keepe-

CANTALOUPES

j

-

hotel-keepe-

,

The active principle of which is derived
from grapes, pure cream of tartar,
the most wholesome of all fruit acids

'

No alum

-

Ho time phosphates

Those caring for health must avoid alum powders.
Alum is a sharp, poisonous, mineral acid
Study the label. Boy only where
cream ol tartar Is
named.

LEMONS.

ICED TEA

DUDROW & M01NTENIE
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
EMBALMERS

Black and White Hearse.

0

W'S

COAL AND WOOD

OFFICIAL MATTERS

i

clajpitaxi

coal yahd
A Place for

the Sick

I

son.

er. Bulk of sales, $6.2555;
heavy,
$6.55(f)05; packers and butchers, $6.25
fi0; light, $64.50;
From Page One.
... Continued
pigs, $3.75
5.25.
A. B. Love, Helen, $10 per month
Sheep 3,000. Market steady. Mutfrom March 11, 1908, and $12 per tons, $3.654.50; lambs, $4C; range
month irom May 21, 1908.
wethers, $3.504; fed ewes, $3.25
Sanniul C. Rathbun, Farmington, $12 3.90.
per month from July 17, 1908.
Chicago, Aug. 13. Cattle, 4,000. Marflerouimo Olquin, Las Vegas, $12 per ket steady. Beeves, $3.657.C0; Tex-anmonth from November 19, 1908.
$3.505.20; westerns, $3.506;
Charles Edwards, Fort Bayard, $17 stockers
and feeders, $2.404.50;
per month' from March 28, 1908.
cows and heifers, $1.605.75; calves
Oliver Brown, Fort Bayard, $S per $5.507.50.
month from March 28, 1908.
Sheep 10,000. Market steady. WestAlburt B. Miller, Fort Bayard, $12
erns,
$2.754.25; yearlings, $t.255;
per month from March 4, 190S.
western lambs, $4 7. 50.
Leon D. Foster, Fort Bayard, $12
per month from December 31, 190C.
The New Mexican Printing comNestora G. Vasquez, El Ritp, $S per
month from November 11. 1907" and $12 pany has prepared civil and criminal
per month from April 19, 1908, also dockets especially for the use of jus
tices of the peace. They are especial
accrued.
with printed headings, in
ly ruled,
either Spanish or English, made of
good record paper, strongly and dur
ably bound with leather back add
covers and canvas sides, have full
CLOSING MARKET REPORT.
index in front'and the fees of justices
Amalgamated 79
of the peace and constables printed
Atchison 88; pfd. 94.
The pages
in full on the first page.
New York Central 108
10
inches. These books are
are
125
Pennsylavnia
made up in civil and criminal dockets,
Southern Pacific 95
separate of 32 pages each, or with
Union Pacific 157
civil and criminal bound in qne
both
109
Steel 96
pfd.
book, 80 pages civil and 320 pages
MONEYS AND METALS.
are
New York, Aug. 13. Money on call criminal. To introduce them they
offered at the following prices:
3
mercantile
W
paper
prime
$2.75
Civil or Criminal
4.
4.00
..
Criminal
and
Civil
Combined
New York, Aug. 13. Lead, quiet,
For 45 cents additional for a single
457
hike copper 13
docket, or 55 cents additional for a
silver 52.
combination
docket, they will be sent
St. Louis, Aug. 13. Spelter, firm at
or
mail
prepaid express. Cash in
by
012
State
full must accompany order.
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RI3S.
Spanish
plainly whether English
Chicago, Aug. 13. Wheat 93
printed heading is wanted.
FIFTY-SEVE-

GET PENSIONS

N

MARKETREPORT.

3--

.'

2

3-- 4

c

Doc. 95

1--

Dec. 65.
Corn Sept. 77
Dec. 47
Oats Sept. 47
Oct. 9.35.
Pork Sept. 14.97
Ribs -- Sept. 8.8.; Oct. 8.75.
Lard Sept.. 9.25; Oct. 9.35.
WOOL MARKET.
St.. Louis, Aug. 13. Wool, firm and
unchanged.
LIVESTOCK.

The New Mexican Printing company
prepared to furnish cards de vite
for ladies and for gentlemen on short
notice in first class style at reasonable
or printed.
prices, either engraved
Call at the New Mexican
is

Curry:
The New Mexican can do printing
About 250 rooters will come to the
Glenn C. Morgan, of Lake Arthur,
13.
to that done in any of the largo
Kansas
16,000.
Aug.
Cattle,
City,
equal
city from points in the valley for the Chaves county; Roscoe F. Lockney, of Market
10
to
lower.
Stack
Our solicitor, every piece cf
cents
cities.
steady
game.
Ahmego, Quay county; Harry F. Arm- ers and feeders, $2.804.60;
bulls, work we turn out. Try our stock once
strong, of Sepal, Grant county; Juan
by being economical In your exepns-es- .
$2.253.C0; calves, $3. 50 6; western and you will certainly come again. Wn.
&
Tinnino.
J. Ortiz. of Santa Fe, Santa Fe county;
PROHIBTS
GET
IN
PLANK
Plumbing
western
For instance, buy your Lumber
cows, have all the facilities fo rturning out
steers, $3.505.25;
Frank C. Hatchitt, of Acme, Chaves
TEXAS
DEMOCRATIC
PLATFORM
every class of work, including one r.t
$2.753.50.
where it is the best selected, best preWORK GUARANTEED THE BEST
county.
- the best binderies
lowin the West.
10
Market
cents
9,000.
Hogs
pared and best condtlon. You will pay LEAVE ORDERS at Goebel's Hardware.
San Antonio, Tex., Aug. 13. Satis- no more for it than for Lumber that
fled with the victory won last night
has been poorls. stored, but you will
in the adoption of a plank in the TexFor Pure Cream and Kjilk as Democratic
save lots of money in the long run and
platform providing for
.he
submission
to the people of the
No.
save yourself much annoyance
148 Red
Telephone
and
the Prohibition
prohibition
question,
trouble.
We Comply with the
ists conceded their, point today in the
Delegates From Chaves County.
Pare Pood Laws.
The delegates elected at the recent,
bitter strugglo over the chairmanship
---AT
of the Democratic state central com county convention for Chaves county
mittee and allowed the election of A. held at Roswell on Tuesday, to represent that county in the Republicna
B. Storey of Caldwell, an
(tionist and strong Bailey man. This territorial convention here on the 18th
done the remainder of the work of the inst.,' are as follows:
L. O. Fullen, K. S. Woodruff, Elza
convention Is merely prefuhctory.
White, Ed Kinsinger, L. Martini Man- cini, J. C. Hamilton, C. W. DeFreest
will pay you to visit our new
NEW YORK REPUBLICANS
W. T. White. J. C. Hamilton was
MEET SEPTEMBER 14 and
endorsed for the legislative nomination
department.
When in the City to visit the
deleNineteenth
The
from
the
district.
New York, Aug. 13. The Republican
Ladles Shoes, $1 25 to $3 25
were Instructed to vote for the
OLD AJYD ORIGINAL CURIO STORE
state convention to nominate a candl gates
Men's Shoes $2 00 to $4 50renomination of Delegate W.. H. An
date for governor and a state ticket
the
unit
rule.
under
will be held at Saratoga, September drews
Besides the thousands of curious and relics see
Inva humbhd the Almighty
14. Elihu Root will be temporary chairNAME
Dollar
FULL
man and Joseph H. Choate, former am- REPUBLICANS
by making 70 cents do tho
STATE TICKET IN TEXAS
bassador to Great Britain, chairman
work
of the convention.
in America, cast, in 1330
The practice of giving clever
Dallas, Tex., Aug. 13. The Repub
Stock of Turquois from our own mines
licans of Texas In state convention in
FORMER U. 8. SENATOR
values has become a habit
RECOVEr G FROM OPERATION this city yesterday named a full state
Indian blankets, baskets, pottery, drawn work etc.
.
with us
ticket, promulgated a platform and an
1., Aug. 13.
Former U. nounced that they would make a sweep
Baiting
S. Sena
er Q. Mills, of Texas, ing and active campaign of the state
AT
t a surgical operation between now and November. Colonel J.
who und.
RACKET-STOR- E
at
John L
ins hospital here yester J. Simpson, of Dallas, a Confederate
S. CANDELARIO
day, was reported as being in good con- veteran, was nominated for governor.
....
y m
301 303 San Francisco Street. Santa Fe, IN, M.
dition this morning.
Charles Ogden of San Antonio was
nominated for lieutenant governor and
Look for the old cart on top of the store building.
blanks
both
W. H." Atweli;' U. S. attorney for th
and
Legal
English
Spanish for. sale by the New Mex- northern district of Texas, was nomiican Printing company.
nated for attorney general.
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C. W Dudt ow

NEW DEPARTMENT
THE NEW STORE- -

MRS. RETSCH

anti-Prohi-

If You Wear SHOES
It

-

THE OLDEST BELL

STRAW HATS, GOING
J.

50 CTS,

Proprietor.
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